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pictures

his smile vanished.
"Vat is this';" he inquired, crispness
"You toit me." he acIn his voice.
cused Orde. "dot you were not brepared to brexik out the roll ways. You
tolt me you would egspect me to do
Well, why do you
that for myself.
put in this?" rending from the paper
ever.

in his hand:

said railways belonging to said
parties of the second part are not broken
time the drive has reached
the
Hit by
.'hem. and In case on demand said parlies of the second part do refuse or do
not exercise due diligence In breaking out
►aid railways, the said parties of the first
part shall themselves break out said rollways, and the said parties of the second
purt do hereby agree to reimburse said
parties of the first part at the rate of a
Jollar per thousand board feet."
"In

case

"That Is merely to protect ourselves,"
struck In Newmark.
"But." exploded Helnzman his face
"a dollar a t'ousaud Is ab-

purpling,

surd!"
"Of course." agreed Newmark. "We
expect it to be. It is intended as a
peualty ia case you dou't break out
your own railways in time."
"I vlll uot stand for such foolishuess!" pounded Ueinzman.
"Very well." said Newmark crisply,
reaching for the contract.
But Heinzinan clung to it.
"It is absurd," he repeated lu a mild-

tone. "See, 1 vlll strike It out." He
did so with a few dashes of the pen.
"We have no intention." stated Newmark. with decision, "of giving you
the chance to hang up our drive."
Heiuzmau caught his breath.
what you think!" he
"So that is
ehouted. lie tore the contract in pieces
and threw it In the wastebasket. "(Jet
oiuit of here!" he cried.
Orde's hands twitched nervously.

er

"You to refuse our offer?"
"Refuse!
Yes—you and your whole
capoodle!" yelled Ileiuzmuii.
Once In the open street Orde drew a

deep breath of relief.

"Whew!" said he. "That was a terWe've goue off the wrong foot
ror'
that time."
XSewmurK

wua iiuiust-u.

"You don't mean to say that fooled
you!" he marveled.
"What?" asked Orde.
"It was all rubbish. lie saw we had
spotted his little scheme, and he had
to retreat. It was as plaiu as the nose

on
your face. We've got au enemy
our hands lu any ease and one we'll
have to look out for. He'll try to make
trouble on the river. Perhaps he'll try
to block the stream by not breaking

on

his roll ways."
The partners hunted out the little
frame buildiug in which Johnson con-

"OH it Ut bo auaint and delightful."
depths, and yet other depths lay be

other mysteries, other unguessed
And yet its beauty was the
realms.
simplicity of space and dark and the
stars.
The next time he saw her was at
the house of the friend she visited.
Orde was lutky enough to find the
girls home and alone. Jane made an
excuse and went out.
They talked

youd,

considerable approach toward
intimacy. Not until nearly time to go
did Orde stumble upon the vital poiut
Lie had said someof the evening.
thing about a plan for the week following.
"But you forget that by that time 1
with a

shall be gone," said she.
"Gone!" he echoed blankly. "Where?"
"Don't you re"Home," Mid she.
member I am to go Sunday morning?"
"I thought you were going to stay a

headquarters."

"1 suppose so." said Orde a little
blankly. After an lnstaut he laughed.
"Do you know, 1 hadn't thought of

that !"

Newmark calmly,
"Also."
"I'll buy the supplies to the best advantage 1 can."
"And I?" Inquired Orde.
"Get the booms built and improve
went

on

the river.
Uegin to get your crew.
You can start right off. We have my
money to begiu on."

Orde laughed.
"My! She's a nice big Job, Isn't she?"
he cried Joyously.
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ed

bis return home late Monday
afternoon Grandma Orde Informed the river boss with a
shrewd twinkle that she want·

him surely at home the following

evening.

three or four of the
said
youug people for a candy pull,"
she.
"Who, mother?" asked Orde.
"I've asked

"Your crowd—the Smiths, Collinses,
Jane Hubbard and Her," said Grandma Orde.
straggled In at an
The

young people
early hour after supper. Orde stepped
into the hall to help them with their

he apHe was surprised
wraps.
to lift her
Carroll
Bishop
proached
cloak from her shoulders to find that
the top of her daintily poised head,
bewith its soft, fine hair, came well
low the level of his eyes. Somehow
her poise, her slender grace of movement and of attitude, had lent her the
of a stature she did not
as

Impression

possess.
"Oh, it is so

quaint

and

delightful,"

Carroll exhaled slowly, "this dear old
house with its low ceilings and Its old

on

Into the foreat went the axmen.
The
strnightest traes luey felled,
trimmed aud dragged down travoy
trails they constructed, on sleds they
built for the purpose, to the banks of
Here they bored the two
the river.

lour

lege.
"What Is your address In Nov
York?" demanded Orde.
She sank Into a chair near by with :·
pretty uplifted gesture of despair.
Ί surrender!" she cried, and then
she lauglied until the tears started
"Oh. you arc delifrom her eyes.

cious!" she Kaid at last. "Well, listen
Cat
I live at 12 West Ninth street
you remember that?" Orde nodded.
Two days later Orde saw the train
carry lier away.
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new firm

plunged busily

int

pressing activities.
stantly interviewed

Orde con
men of ali
kinds—rlvermen, mill men, contractors. boat builders, hardware dealbuilders,
driver captains,
ers, pile
wholesale grocery men, cooks, usmen
chore boys—all a little world iu itself.
Downstream eight miles, below the
mills, and just beyond where the drawbridge crossed over to Monrovia, Duuran McLeod's shipyards steamed and

bent and bolted away at two tugboats.
The spring burst Into leaf and settled into summer. Orde was constant
ly on the move. As soon aR low wa-

ter came with midsummer he departed
Here he joined a crew
to Redding.
which Tom North had collected anil
Far
went to the head of the river.

back ou the headwaters he built a
dam. The gate operated simply and
could be raised to let loose an entire
flood. And, indeed, this was the whole
purpose of the dam. It created a reservoir from which could be freed new
supplies of water to eke out the drop

ping spring freshets.
The e-ew next moved down ten miles
to where the river dropped over a
rapids full of bowlders. Here were
built a row of stone filled log cribs In
a double row downstream to define
the channel and to hold the drive in
It aud away from the shallows. At the
falls twenty-five miles below Orde purposed his most elaborate bit of rough
eaglneerlug. The falls, only about
flfteeu feet high, fell straight to a bed
of sheer rock. This had been eaten by
the eddies into potholes and crannies
Irregular scoop hollow
until a

Jagged

had formed
ι he fall.

immediately underneath

roared
torrent.
Into the
a craeb and
scoop hollow, hit with
less
wen· spewed out below more or
battered. Sometimes, when the drive
flood

time

the

water

through this obstruction In
The logs plunged eud on

a

hundred logs together,

bri.uïht down
the\ failed to shoot over the barrier
a
of the letlge. Then followed a Jam,
Ii.-id Jam. dittleult aud dangerous to
u

break.

This condition of affairs Orde bad
determined, if possible, to obviate.

"If." said he to North, "we could
from just
carry an aprou on a slant
■nidi r the crest and over the potholes
the
i.t would shoot both the water aud
logs off a better angle."
"Sure." agreed North, "but you'll
have fun placing your apron with all
Why, It
that water running through.

would drown us!"

know," nodded Grandma Urdu
But you mark n: j
"1 know.
words—she cares for you."
She placed her hand for an instant
The
on his shoulder and went away.
"I

possible future

Orde and his crew tramped back
to the falls and gazed on their handiiustead of
work with satisfaction,
plunging over an edge Into a turmoil
of foam and eddies, now the water
flowed smoothly, almost without a
break, over an Incline of thirty de
on.

grees.

"Logs MI slip over that slick as a
gun barrel." said Tom North.
Quite cheerfully they took up their
long, painstaking Journey back down
the river.
The trail led the crew through many
minor labors, all of which consumed
time. At Reed's mill Orde entered into
diplomatic negotiations with old man

Tell her Mr. Orde Is here."
The mau departed, leaving Orde
standing in the gloomy hall. That
young man, however, parted the curtalus leadiug into a parlor and sat
down in a spindle legged chair.
For quite three quarters of an hour
he waited without hearing any other
indicatious of life than mullled sounds.

his positiou,
Occasionally
but cautiously, as though he feared to
awaken some oue. Three oil portraits
stared at him with all the reserved
aloofness of their painted eyes. He
he

shifted

began to doubt wiieiuer me nmu nau
announced him at all.
Then, breaking tlie stillness with almost startling abruptness, he beard a
"
clour, hlgli voice uuylue
the top of the stairs outside. Α ι hi
ralcal aulsh o( Λ1">. Ρ™
the Ucbt pat-pat of a girl trippm,,
downstairs, brought bliu to his fee
A moment later the curtains parted,
and she entered, holding out her hand.
He stood holding her band suddenly unable to say a word, looking at ber
huncrilv. A flood of emotion, of whk h
be bud had no prevision, swelled up

Orde was immediately joined on the
street by young Mr. Bishop, most cor-

rectly appointed.
"Going anywhere in particular?" he
Inquired. "I.et's go up the avenue,
then.

self."

"My father resigned from the army
In '54." replied Gerald.
"That was too bad: just before the
chance for more service," said Orde.
"Army life was incompatible with

was

Chapter®?
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added attention.
The day after his walk with Gerald
Bishop, Orde and Carroll had arrang-

ed for a walk. Hut Mrs. Hishop met
that
them at the door and demanded
her daughter stay at home to attend
Hut the
to several trivial matters.
evening turned out very well fortu
Orde could not have stood

breakfast."

■lately.

much more. They had the parlor quite
to themselves. Carroll took the cover
lier
from the tall harp, and. leaning
cheek agrfinst It, she played dreamily
bare.
for a half hour. Her arras were
the
Her soft bosom pressed against
sounding board. There Is about

I,as

"1 wasn't here untbouglit. «< '"««··

I
9
rou'd be around. I'm mighty sorry
"Oil. la. la!" Btie cried. t-ullltiK ω™

broad

somethe tones of a harp well played
warm
thing luminous, like the rich,
the
sunlight. When the girl muted
Orde as
strings at last It seemed to
though all at once the room had perleave
ceptibly darkened. He took his
restored
finally, his spirit soothed and

''ordo

was for taking Ida leave, but
this she would not have.

acquired

Tranquillity

stinctively

her own supreme dominance.
much
The week passed. Orde saw as
Gerald
ns he could of Miss Hishop
himself seemed to be much oceupled.
at 11 every morning, how

opposed

Precisely

he appeared at the gymnasium
Orde dropfor Ills practice, and In this
of joining him.
habit
the
Into
ped
In
When the younu men first stripped
each
eyed
they
other's
presence
each
Gerald's
other with a sin-ret surprise.

ever,

I .î

slender body

gracefully muscled.

skin, the muscles rippled and ridged
and dimpled with every movement
The abdomen showed the peculiar corHis
rugation of the very strong man.
arms were

magnificent.
Gerald,
called

"Murphy,"

"Them
"Sure!" said the handler.
kind's always as slow as dray horses
They gets muscle bound."
"Give it to him," said Gerald, "but
don't kill him. lie's a friend of mine.'
Then he stopped back, the same Joj
in his soul that inspires a rtverman
when lie encounters a high banker 01
a cowboy as lie watches the tenderfoot
about to climb the broncho.
The llrst round was sharp.
Orde had stood like a rock. his feet
planted to the floor, while M irphy
had circled around him. hitting at will.
Orde hit back, but without lauding.
Nevertheless Murphy when <|Uestionod
apart did not seem satisfied.
"I
"The man's pig Iron." sai I he.

him plenty hard enough, and
it didn't seem to jar him."
'I'lie gallery at one end of the running
track lmd by now half tilled with In-

punched

terested spectators.

"Time!" called Gerald for round 'J.
Murphy went In more viciously, aiming and measuring his blows accurately. Orde «tood as before, hitting back
nt the elusive Murphy, but without
much effe<t. his feet never stirring.
The handler landed almost at will, but
lie grew
without apparent damage.
ugly -finally lust his head.
"Well, if ye will have it!" he uiut-

tend and aimed what was intended as
knockout blow.
Gerald uttered a half cry of warning. Orde's head snapped back; but,
to the surprise of every one, the punch
had no other effect, and a <juick exchange of infighting sent Murphy
a

back from the encounter.
smile disappeared from Orde's
face, and his eye had calmed.
Orde turned back to his antagonist.
The latter advanced once niuiv. his
bullet head sunk between bis t bouliers, his little eyes twinkling. I.Ike a

staggering
The

tiger Orde sprang forward, hitiiug

out

with
first witli one haiul. tin
the other. Murphy gave ground. I>. »ck·
ed, ducked. exerted all a ring ge.:t mi';
«skill either to stop or avoid the rush.

Orde followed hi in. iusisie.it. Murphy
ducked in and planted a number of
short arm jabs at « lose range. The
round ended almost Immediately to a

storm of applause from the galleries.
Orde sprang at his adversary in the
third, repeating the headlong rush
with which the previous round had

The young man hammered
away tirelessly, insistently, delivering
a hurricane of his two handed blows,
pressing relentlessly In as Murphy
shifted and gave ground, his head uj;,
his eyes steady. The gallery was In
Perspiration stood out all
an

ended.

uproar.
Murphy's body.

His blows failed
of their effect, and some of Onle's
At length, bewildered,
were landing.
he ylosed In to straight slugging, stand
up. give and take.
Orde dropped slightly his right shoulder behind his next blow. The ; love
pile diiver
crashed straight as a
through Murphy's upraised hands to
over

The trainer was hurled
his face.
through the air to land doubled up
he
against the parallel bars. There
lay quite still.
When, however, Orde perceived that
forMurphy was unconscious he ran
ward to the professional's side.
"Do you suppose he's killed?"

he

gasped.

"He's Just knocked out," reassured
of the men.
The clubmen crowded about.
said
"You're a wonder, my friend,"

one

one.

fast
"By Jove, he's hardly breathing
a second.
said
rushing,"
that
all
after
Later,

when

resting after

a

the young

men

rubdown, the

were

true

sig-

nificance of the affair for Orde came
out. Since the fight Gerald's customaIlls eye was
ry lassitude was gone.
beneath
mounted
color
a
and
bright,
olive of his skin. lie looked
the

pale

at Orde several times, hesitated
and at last dccided to speak.
"Look here, Orde," said he, "I want
When you first
to confess something.
came I had lots of fun about you. You
know your clothes aren't quite the
across

thing, and I thought your

manner was

I want to apologize. You're a
man, and I like you !>otter than any
fellow I've met for a long time. And
if there's any trouble—In the future—
I'm on your side. You know what I

queer.

mean."

"Bishop,"

was

Orde's reply, "you're

much of a dandy as you
think you are."
not

near so

"conic

here."

A very hairy, thickset, bullet head
ed man, the type of semiprofessional
"handlers." appeared.
"Do you think you could down this
fellow?" asked Gerald.
Murphy looked Orde over critically.
"Who ye ringlu' in on me?" he in

quired.

"This Is η friend of mine." said Ger
lid severely. "Ever box much?" Ger
eld asked Orde.
"Box?" Orde laughed. "Never had
tin
time for thnt sort of thing. Had

Gerald Bishop cast an lroui™ll>'
amused glance across at Grde, and the
mother would barely notice the sun-

^lver™an'

was

flesh
His bones were small, but his
Orde had earned from the
was hnrd.
river the torso of an ancient athlete
The round, full arch of his chest was
topped by a mass of clean cut muscles.
Across his back. Iteneath the smooth

fastgray

burned. ungainly looking
Carroll Bishop appeared quite un-

not for long, how-

as
Orde's visits were naturally
To them almost
as
possible.
frequent
the
Instantly Mrs. Bishop opposed
of egostrong and Intuitive Jealousy
as to
tism. She had as yet 110 fears
but inthe youtifc man's intentions,
she felt an Influence that

I^medl-

I

was

ever.

l^r

Ζ

M

became difficult for Orde to understand the home life of the
Everybody seemed a
Uisliops.
victim to the caprice of the mothat the slightor, who became hysterical
est provocation and was fond of conto gain
tracting imaginary ills in order

Orde sprang to his feet.
"Ilaveii't you had your breakfast
vef" lie cried, conscience stricken.
"Didn't vou gather the fact that I m
"1 a-<ulust up?" she mocked him

iwKt.

Gerald managed a word apart with
the trainer.
"Can you do him. Murphy," he wills
pered.

lit ht y unite btlll.

said that functionary, "if you re no

^U"But""cri^C>nle.

try."

as soon

Gerald rang a hell, and to the boy
who answered he said:
"Run over to the club and find Mr
Winslow. Mr. Clark and whoever else
is in the smoking room and tell tliera
from me to come over to the gymnasium. Tell them there's some fun on."

fiercely,

..

TU.· family

Just

pointing to a building on a side strwt.
"Won't you come in with me? I am
due now for m.v practice."

good

v"„ It ,l.Wt matter.

"Surely."1 agreed Orde good naluredly. "I'm not much good at it, hut I'd

There is plenty to
ness unnecessary.
occupy one's time. I have my clubs,
and my
my gymnasium, my horse

KThe"o'nn<ls

to

at it."

Orde gave the latter a succinct idea
of the sort of operations In which he
was interested.
"And you," he said at last—"I suppose you're either α broker or lawyer."
"I
"I am neither." stated Gerald.
have sufficient Income to make busi-

in the next room increased in volume, as though several peo|> ·
must have entered that apartmtiiι
α moment or so the curtains to the hail
imrtwl to frame the servant.
"Mrs. Bishop wishes to know. miss,

coming

ty heavy, and I suppose the work on
keeps a man iu pretty good
shape."
"Put on
Gerald's langor vanished.
the gloves with Murphy," he suggested, "will you? I'd like to see you two
the river

there?"

of you to come so
said she. "I'm so anxious
to hear all «bout the dear people at
-It

nromptlv."

"Whore did you got your training,
sir?" asked the handler.
"My training," repeated Orde, puzzled. "Oh, I see! I was always pret-

mother's temperament," Muted
my
"You are from Bedding, of
Gerald.
course.
My sister is very enthusiastic
You are In business
about the place.

his articles
and sold his stock.
Of you. Come right out now.
Perhaps his task had in it as much of
down
Orde thereupon followed
difficulty as Orde's taming of the river.
a narrow, dark hall to a « »or that
as successful
it
to
cariied
he
Certainly
room.
The bulk of the stock jnencd slantwise Into the dining
a conclusion.
bow window sat
to
the
back
her
blocks
With
Some
owners.
he sold to log
His own little a woman well beyond middle age. but
even went to Chicago.
t
fortune of twenty thousand he paid in with evidently some pretensions
in movefor the shares that represented his half youth. She was tall, qnlck
below her eyes atof the majority retained by himself ment. Dark rings
disease a hysand Orde. The latter gave a note at tested either a nervous
or both.
the
of
terical
temperament
his
for
proportion
10 per cent
a boy of about
Newmark then borrowed fif- itely at her left sat
stock.
of age. his face a cu l·
teen thousand more, giving as security fourteen years
between a naturally
a mortgage on the company's newly »us contradiction
and open expression and a
frank
booms,
tugs,
acquired property—the
Next him stood α
buildings and real estate. Thus wn? -rowing sullenness
for Miss Blahcualr.
the
evidently
it
left
determined,
the financing
lolled a young man
a
μι
Opposite
ίρ·
compauy with obligations of $1.500
holdlug a newewould
year in interest, expenses which
paper In one
run heavily into the thousands and an
hand and a cofobligation to make good outside stock
fee cup iu the
worth at par exactly $49.000. In addine was
other,
tion Orde had charged against his acvery handsome,
count a burden of $L\000 a year interwith a drooping
To offset
est on his personal debt.
black mustache,
these liabilities, outside the river Imdark eyes, unprovements and equipments, which
derlashes almost
would hold little or uo value in case of
tooluxurlaut and
failure, the firm held contracts to dea long, oval face,
liver about 100.000.000 feet of logs
dark In complex(Vfter some discussion the partners deion and a trifle
cided to allow themselves $2,500 apiece
sardoulc Id exof
salary
by way
"The only point that Is at nil risky •·Λ/γ*. Bishop w ishes to
airsre.
know if you're not vls-a-vis to m
to me," said Newmark. "is that we
coining to break- Bishop was tbi»
have only one season contracts, if for
haired Genany reason wo hang up the drive or
Mi»»
fail to deliver promptly we're going eral Bishop. Carroll's father.
Introio get left the year following, and then Bishop performed the necessary
ductions. General Bishop arose aud
It's b-u-s-t—bust."
grasped his hand.

incorporation

will be out."
some distance.
was In the Mexican

"Your father
war?" said Orde.
"He was a most distinguished officer."
"What command had he in the civil
war? I fooled around that a little my-

within him to (111 his throat.

Newmark.
"Hello, Joe!" greeted Orde, bis teeth
flashing in contrast to the tan of his
face. "I'm done. Anything new since

of

Everybody

They walked for

f

to meet

you wrote last?"
Newmark had

the table.

left it.
Fie retired e.arly and arose early, as
At the office
had become his habit.
the clerk handed him a note:

found
he
whom
singularly
Reed,
amenable. The skirmish in the spring
seemed to have taken all the light out
of him, or perhaps, more simply, Orde's
attitude toward him at that time had
won him over to the young man's side.

Orde's crew built a new sluiceway
and gate far enough down to assure a
good head in the pond above.
In September the crew had worked
dowu as far as Redding, leaving behind them a river harnessed for their
Remained still the forty miles
uses.
between Reddiug and the lake. Orde
A few days'
here paid off his men.
work with a pile driver would fence
the principal shoals from the channel.
He stayed overnight with his parents and took the train for Monrovia

She began to abuse the writer, a
seamstress, for a delay in the finishing of an altar cloth and then transIt
ferred (he blame to her children.
He finalwas a painful test for Orde.
ly rose. "I must be going." said he.
"Well," Carroll conceded. "1 suppose
I'd better see if I can't help mother
out. But you'll come in again. Come
and dine with us this evening. Mother will be delighted."
Mrs. Bishop departed froui the room.
Orde bowed to the other occupants of

the bell.
The door swung silently back to
frame an Impressive manservant dressTo Orde's inquiry Ined in livery.
stated that Miss Bishop had gone out
The young man left
to the theater.
his name and a message of regret. At
this the footman, with an Irony so subtle as to be quite lost on Orde, demandOrde scribbled a line in
ed a card.
his notebook, tore it out. folded it and

My Dear Mr. Orde—I was so sorry to
miss you that evening because of a stupid play. Come around as early as you
I shall expect
can tomorrow morning

jerk

ers had paid the incident the slightest
attention. Only on the lips of Gerald
Bishop ho surprised a fine, detached
smile. The butler brought a letter for
Mrs. Bishop. The contents seemed to
vex her.

In search of Miss Bishop's address. He
arrived in front of the house a little
past 8 o'clock and after a moment's
hesitation mounted the steps and rany

stated, with great brevity, that Miss
Bishop was uot yet visible uud prepared to close the door.
"You are mistaken," said Orde. "1
have an engagement with Miss Bishop.

a

with an uncontrollably nervof her slender body. "Spare
us, father," she said brusquely. "Will
you have another cup of coffee?"
The old gentleman looked a trifle bewildered, but subsided meekly.
Orde, overwhelmed by embarrassment, discovered that none of the othsaucer

ous

Ordes were not a demonstrative people.
The Journey to New York was at
that time very long and disagreeable,
but Orde bore l( with his accustomed
He had visited the metropstoicism.
olis before, bo it was not unfamiliar to
him. Ile made his way to a small hotel just off Broadway.
Orde ate, dressed and set out afoot

you. Sincerely yours,
CAHROLL BISHOP.
bottom through the
four holes bored for that purpose. The
Orde glanced at the clock, which
task finished, they pried the flash pointed te» 7. He breakfasted and startboards from the improvised dam. ed leisurely in the direction of West
piled them neatly beyond reach of Ninth street. lie walked slowly. At
high water, rescued the sawhorses and University place he was seized with a
panic and hurried rapidly to his destination.
The door was answered by
the same man who had opened it the
To Orde's inquiry he
nis-lit before.

and blocked the temporary chan
nel. The river, restored to its immémorial channel by these men who had
so nonchalantly turned it aside, roared

lie half turned toward Orde.
his face lighting up. his fingers reaching for the fork with which, after the
custom of old soldiers, to trace the
chart of his reminiscences.
Mrs. Bishop rattled hep cup and

duct"-

wisely;

and

use

tion tu Orde's disclaimer. The general
puffed out his cheeks and coughed a
bit in embarrassment.
"A good cup of coffee is never nmlss
to an old campaigner," he said to Orde.
"It's as good as a full meal In a pinch.
I remember when I was a major in the
Eleventh, down near the City of Mex
lco, In '48, the time Hardy's command
was so nearly wiped out by that via-

surd—yet."

swamp beyond.
A good volume still poured down to
the fall, but it was so far reduced that
work beritfiie possible.
"Now, boys!" cried Orde. "Lively
while we've got the chance!"
The twenty-six foot logs were placed
side by side, slanting from a point two
feet below the rim of the fall to the
ledge below. They were bolted to-

piled them also for

"You will have some breakfast with
A cup of
"No?
us?" she luquired.
coffee at least?"
She began to manipulate the coffeepot without paying the slightest atten-

he did not pretend to deny the implied
accusation as to his destination.
"Why, mother." he cried, "she's only
It's abBeen me three or four times!

down heavily to keep their charges in
place. Other men laid heavy planks
side by side perpendicular to and on
the upstream side of the horses. The
weight of the water clamped them in
place. Big rocks and gravel shoveled
on in quantity prevented the lower
ends from rising. The wide slant of
the legs directed the pressure so far
downward that tbo horses were prevented from floating away, and slowly
the bulk of the wator, thus raised a
good three feet above its 'ormer level,
turned aside into the new channel and
poured out to inundate the black ash

"IF/iy, il would drown m!"

op's direction.

told Grandma Orde the same thiug.
Bhe came and stood by the man Ivan·
Ing over the trunk.
"Speak to her, Jack," said she quietly. "She cures for you."
Orde looked up lu astonishment, but

When completed the channel gave passage to a rather feeble streamlet from
tha outer fringe of the river.
Next Orde assigned two men to each
of the queer shaped sawhorses and Instructed them to place the horses In
α row across the shallowest part of the
river and broadside to the stream
This was done. The men, halfway to
their knees in the swift water, bore

began—"I'm a verj
I;
poor correspondent. I do not make
η custom to write to young men."
"Oliî" he cried, believing himself en
lightened. "Will you answer if 1 writ»
you ?"
She began gently to laugh, quite t
herself, ns though enjoying η joke en
tlrely within her own personal prlvi

bank account, in spite υ.'
NewI his laughing assertion to
mark, contained some $1,1UU.
After a brief but comprehensive
of Inspection over all the work*

then forward he drew a hundred of
this and announced to Newmark that
busiuess wouUl take him away for
about two weeks.
At Bedding, whither he went to
pack his little sole leather trunk, he

to be brought up.
Orde set his men to digging a channel through the bank. It was no slight
Job, as the slope down into a swamp
began only at a point forty or fifty feet
luland; but, on the other hand, the
earth was soft and free from rocks.

gether top

conscious of au atmosphere which
seemed to Orde strained, but sank
into her place at the table and unfolded her napkin. The silent butler
drew forward a chair for Orde and
stoud looking impassively in Mrs. Bish-
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very widespread slanting legs.
When the sawhorses were completed
Orde directed the picks and shovels

he begged.
"As to that"—she

In

Chapter

that," said

month."
"I was. but I—certain tilings came
up that made It necessary for me to
leave sooner."
"Will you write me occasionally?"

ducted his business.
"I see no use in it." said Johnsou.
"I can run me own widout help from
any man."
"Whlcjh seems to settle that!" said
Newumrk to Orde after they had left.
"Now." said Newmark as they trudged buck to their hotel, "this proposi-

tion of lleiuz man's has giveu me an
Idea. I'm not going to try to sell this
stock outside, but to the men who owu
Then they
timber along the river.
won't be objecting to the tolls, for if
the company uiukes auy profits part
I'll take these cou
will go to them.
tracts to show we can do the busiuess.
and I'll see about incorporation and
Of
get a proper office and equipments.
course we'll have to make this our

notion

with

J

LORD,

Pomological Society.
principal been made at an early date to insure
authority
the attendance of the highest

Stewart

J S..

Chapterjp|

a

As fast ns they were prepared men
with canthooks rolled them down the
slope to a flat below the falls.
After the trees had been cut in eufGcient number Orde led the way back
jpstream a half mile to a shallows,
where he commanded the construction
of a number of exaggerated sawhorses

Edward White

Optician.

Bigelow,

By

H

got

holes through either end to receive the
bolts when Inter they should be locked
together side by side In their places.

and queer, unexpected things
that take your breath away."
j "It Is one of the oldest houses In
town," snid Orde, "and I suppose It Is
But, you see, I was
picturesque.
here, so I'm used to It."
M H
HAVE Beinzman's coutract all brought up
"Wait until you leave it," said she.
drawn." said Newmark the next
"Then all these things will come back
I'll
I
think
gc
morning, "and
to you to make your heart ache for
arunud with you to the otlice."
them."
They found the little German awaitAfter the company had gone Orde
ing them. Newmark immediately took stood
long by the front gate looking
interview.
the
of
charge
into the infinite spaces. Somehow,
up
coutract
here
the
"1 have executed
and vaguely, he felt the night to be
and the bonds secured by Mr. Orde's
akin to her elusive spirit. Farther and
and uiy shares of stock In the new
farther his 60ul penetrated into its
company," he explained.
Heluzuiau reached his hands for the
papers, beaiuiug over his glasses at
the two young men. As he read, how-

J
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Appreciation of Maine and

Her Farms.
(Profeeeor Lowell Boudebush of Ohio.)
Auctioneer,
Maine has a gold mine,—yes, better
MAINE.
"ίΡΕΚΟ ΤΗβ FLOW."
than the beet gold mine yet discovered
SOUTH l'A Kl S,
>.lersW.
il
in her water power because it is in per[V. ri*
CorrMponden<*e on practical agricultural topi
petuity. No pinching oui ; no faults; no
1'
U solicited.
communication*
all
Address
Bt'CK.
L.
horse*. The rain has and always will
,
tende 1 for this department to Hunk* tfall ou the just and unjust and from
Dei
Oxford
Editor
Hammond,
Agricultural
Surgeon Dentist,
either point of view her water power is
ocrat, Pari*. Me.
MAINE.
assured. Again,
SOITH fAKIS,
her
people bave a
valuable asset in living within their In« W"*11 warranted.
\
«y
Who's the Master ?
comes.
This is worth all the theories of
the political economists. Again Maine
a. H. P. JONES,
,
DOES TUE MAN OWN TUE FARM OK THE farmers have a market that is unequalled for products of tield, garden and orDentist,
FARM OWN TUE MAN?
chard. Freights are fixed charges—they
MAINE.
SOKWAT,
must be paid—hence the less for trans
(Grange paper by à. Κ. Kmcrsonof 8kowhegan ;
portation the more for the bank account.
Hour»—10 11·—l Ό 4.
I wish to see the farmer prosperous, I d:d not tind as neat and
large farm
contented, happy. 1 wish to see him buildings in Vermont as in Maine, nor
«
» -miru.
master of the (arm, master of circurn- were
ι
tliey built so closely, more after
r.
stauces, master of conditions. This is the New York and Ohio style. I saw
Attorney at Law,
his privilege, hie birthright. Anything
many more unpainted leeidenoes and
MAINE.
NMKWAY,
snort of this is not satisfactory. We
many more tumbli-downe. I did eee
Collectlone a Specialty. read much in the
agricultural pree- many that were a credit to any part of
about the prosperity of farmers and that Ne"Tt
England.
;iilCK A PARK.
prosperity is along the single liue ol
Another great asset is that New Engj
money-making, wealth-getting, and big land has no tenantry as compared with
Attorneys at Law,
bauk investments. A large farm, tiue the Central States. Each head of a
MAINS.
buildings, improved stock and big crop- family sits under his own vine aud fig
KTHSL,
se»rus to be the goal they are constantly
Kllery C. I'ari
S. Herrlck.
tree, hence is interested in the genera!
admonished to reach. "'Get there," is welfare of the
community. The town
the cry. bend every energy, sacrifice
beiug the unit of representation and the
and
let
health
happiness
every comfort,
town meeting the most democratic of all
go, only get that tine farm, that improv- modern forms of government has deed stock, those big crops. And many
veloped those sturdy qualities of heart
are following along that trail.
They and mind—developed, too, independent
St., Norway, Me.
caught the spirit, and the hard work thought, pride of community, that are
that goes with it, and are well out on the the
distinguishing characteristics of the
road going at a rapid pace, will never
Saxon as compared with the
Anglo
rheustop, not eveu let up till age and
Latin. Vermont has some unsurpassed
form
bent
matic pains and
absolutely orchard sites in the Champlain Valley.
compel them to. Listen. Hear what I Mure pruning is done in VTermont and
bi>ve to say. Is this the right way? Is we
suspect more cultivation of the trees
it the better way? Are uot such farmers thau in Maine. Maine is more flexible—
owned, soul and body, by the farm and more democratic, more cosmopolitan—
Lead the farm a hard, tyrannical master, de- hence more
Ρ
Κ
progressive than either New
manding not eight hours a day, but Hampshire or Vermont. This may be
.aid Iron.
nearly double that in constant, down- accounted for in its being a seacoast
right hard work?
state and, too, in the great army of tour:r|>huuc 1:11-11.
The farm has not only got the farmer ists. In this New
Hampshire leads VerYou may
but the wife and family also.
mont. The two millstones about the
>ay that 1 am giving too much color to necks of New England farmers are too
J. WALDO NASH,
;he picture but I am not. While such small areas of their farms under
tillage
:onditions are not very common, yet and the
clinging to traditions of the
in
sectiou.
less
or
exist
more
every
hey
past along agricultural and horticultural
[ know about them, many of them, men lines. We see wonderful
opportunities
of
souod
to
be
η
middle
life,
ought
Street, rear Masonic Block,
alung the lines of dairying, canned goods
Hxly and mind, but are overworked. and growing apples. In these Maine
• verburdened
NORWAY
with the care of a big should lead because of her area,
>e Connection.
perNo let up, no recreation, no time
arm.
centage of tillage laud and cheap transhat they can claim their own. The
markets.
to
home
aud
foreign
portation
to it
arm has got it all and holds on
Better stay in Maine young mau if you
vit h an iron grip.
have good material in you.
The grandfather wrested the farm
The father strugrom the wilderness.
Sheep Raising Depends on the Man.
gled from early boyhood to old age, buy
Tribune subscriber asks, among other
buildmore
larger
on
land, erecting
ng
why it is that some are so
questions,
an
increased
for
and
ugs
planning
successful with sheep and others claim
imount of work for the next generation
there is no tnouey in them?
['he present owner takes it where the
The keeping of shoep profitably deat her left off and the increased labor
two highly important things.
vith it. And what is his condition? pends upon
the one who cares for them must
1'he university professor or newspaper First,
be a lover of sheep; and, more than this,
id it or, riding past, with an eye for (he
he must be froe from laziness, and must
>est, will say, "Isn't that a splendid
not consider it a hardship to get out of
> trn and what a tine dwelling house and
a warm bed at 1 o'clock on a cold night
>ther buildings, with verandas and bay
and go to the sheep barn and look over
vindows ami shade trees? And take a
the dock to see whether some ewe has
uok at those broad, smooth fields, just
not given birth to a lamb which needs
Paris, Maine.
mrdened with the abundant crops of
to get its fill of milk before it perishes.
he farm! And see the dairy cows and
He must not be afraid to soil his hands
he horses and the sheep, why, what
iu handling a new born lamb. lie must
A
I
How
what
envy
prosperity!
lappiuess,
be a mm who is coustautly studying his
he proprietor of such a farm as that."
dock to see if some one of them does not
iut go inside, investigate, learu the
a little doctoring with the shears
That very farmer that you envy need
acts.
-v
iu removing tag locks, or needs to be put
is
no public spirit iu
s a slave.
There
it qu.tklt j: s i.-bed.
where it can get a little better feed thau
He hardly knows that there is a
iiii).
ce.
the Hock is receiving. Secoud, he needs
ive Grange down at the village only two
lore to
and his tn be a man well versed iu sheep
ir three miles away, where he
"tecte
toil a good sheep from a poor one, and
wife might go and become acquainted
are
;
i mem·
that
fiock
to select for himself a
vith others and get a large enjoyment
I
^ from
and uniform in age and size; then
strong
fair
state
a
attended
Never
life.
of
»nt
C
drive»
needs in food and care and
No time to put in study their
η his life's history.
iw.iv u <
i iu the
strive to meet them, instead of striving
tuas er—the farm,
fair.
His
state
tt
a
il-.a <i :
to feed aud care for them as cheaply and
y. Kelemauds his services and must have
«.·
*
Sctuweof
beautiful with as little care as possible. Lastly,
On
of
this
tune
hem
at
year.
wil. Full tiz·· 50 eta.. at I>ru£take pride iu his business. The
he hears the ring of he must
atl. Iu liquid furm, 75 cents. Sabbath mornings
world over, whenever or wherever we
c alling humble worship
bell
he
church
-, 06 Wartta Strvet, New York.
tiud sheep owners doing this, we fiud
jers to the house of God, but he pays no
them making a success of the business,
liteution. There are so rnauy things
and whenever or wherever we find own1
tko f.r...
U. ( HWUIKK,
ers of sheep who think they can keep
tnd Sunday is the only day that the
on a lazy man's line of doing busiariu will let him «if to do them, so sheep
ness, or striving to winter them on any
jvery church in the land may close its «M thinrf thuv ImniiAn tn have a sumlus
Iwon; every Grauge may go down ami
of, regardless of its being suitable food
juî; every state fait aud every institute
ai<
ol
WINDOWS
lurnteh DOORS :m<l
fur sheep or not, we tiud uo large profit
builds
that
tad every public utility
up
s!'
τ Style at reasonable prices.
in tbe business. Thus, you see, my
aud
character
ind develops citizenship
wherein the difference lies. It
>i a high standard, may cease to exist, friend,
can all be summed up in one word,
it is all the name to him. He bas do
so
Stnead in Tribune
time, no desire, no will to reach out a adaptablity.—Dr.
hand to save. That merciless master Farmer.
la want of any kln-l of Finish for Inside 01
.t'l* work, send In your orders. line Lum
that owus him, the farm, demands that
Profit in Small Farms.
»u'l Shingles oil hand Cheap for Cash.
he rise early and work late, year iu and
The day of the large farm is passing,
year out and he obeys. At tiret the
and Job Work. young wife had higher aspirations and because farmers have been brought to α
Ρ
a
ideals of life, while she was willing to realization that a large farm is oftener
increaser of income.
Matched I'iue Sheathing for Sale.
plan and work for the home, she had a lessener than an
iesire to attend church, to be a member To farm ou an extensive scale profitably
of a
W.
id* society, to get the best there is in life, requires the thorough organization
investment
but the care of the farm household, large staff of men, the heavy
Maine.
*
for
^umner,
hired help and the rush of farm work in a large quantity of machinery and,
to operbroke her down and carried her into many purposes, available power
Che uarrow channel the husband follow- ate the machiuery. For the ordinary
vast
ed and now the farm owns her too. farmer, who in total produces the
these
This article will strike. It is writteu bulk of our enormous crops,
The object is to turn things are not practicable, lie may be
for that purpose.
For sale by
:ce and fir.
for
Attention to the essential things of the a good farmer aud yet lack genius
A. KENMEY,
far in and of life. Not to tear down but organ nation; he may even be fairly prosto the inSouth Paris.
to build up. Not to enslave but to set perous aud yet not be equal
Well developed manhood and wo- vestment in machinery aud power that
Fne
is necessary to gel all out of his spreadιυ tu hood is far above and of far greater
The rethat he should get.
importance than improved stock or au ing acres
area of his
improved farm and the former should sult is that a considerable
L >t us land either lies idle or is so iuetliciently
not be sacrificed f'>r the latter.
it produces do
have b >th if possible, but give the fam- cultivated that the crops
!..
.erument pays Railway Mail ily the first chance aud let the farm little more thau the cost of production
;«ud the interest on the investment, and
(.:< ks S800 to 31.200, and other ;ome in second.
sometimes they do not even do as much
to
$2.500
annually.
as that.
.c>loyees up
A Few Points on Pigs.
Hut tbe small farm may be held well
^«i!i will hoi I
spring examinations
lu these days the American pig makes in hand
by the farmer. He can plan for
for
Kallway Mall
t
(he country
speedy journey from farrowing bed the planting and thorough cultivation of
-'. πι lloti»e Clerks,
Stenographers, to scalding tub, and the aim ofthcjuof
every acre; he can establish a system
f».
I vp.v (mental CWrk· an<l other
iictous feeder is to add constantly to the fertilization Nand rotation of crops so
ε Positions. Thousand» of appoint
while suckling, bringing
Wii lie mvle.
that his land will suffer no decrease in
Any man or woman lesh acquired
he hog up to 2Ô0 to 450 pounds as early
Ity <>r Country can get Instruction
fertility, and by doing these things he
*··
«
ftl.tn bv wrltlog at once to th·! tnd on as
as
feed
possible. can not only harvest an immensely larginexpensive
Instruction, MS-"J, Hamlin Itulldliiir,
The young animal will naturally put on er
··
tbe
Κ
rr. Ν. Y.
crop to the acre than he could by
an
older
than
more
one, old method but the
cheaply
weight
product will be of
cost
considermonths
ten
after
ind gams
better quality.
ably more per pound thau those made
If there is anything in the theory that
fattened
is
which
A
being
•arlier.
pig
our production is falling behind our
hould gam from one to two pounds a
population, it is not because of any lack
lay, aud weigh, alive, 2ΰϋ to υόΟ pouuil.s of arable land. Rather it is beeause
when 9 to 12 months old.
that which we have has been wastefully
Wheresoever situated, no farmer is used. Hut much
progress has been
raise
to
hogs
profitably
made toward remedying this evil, espeightly prepared
well
u any considerable numbers unless
within the last decade. Some men'
facul- cially
believe their eyesight good
who were farming large areas for a preprovided with pasture and grass orsubsti'Λ Prrcnnc
CisOnS
a
slight,
time
the
ν
while all
ties for providing acceptable
carious band-to-mouth existence are now
.»·■»- » noUrriMe strain Is raising havoc wtth
In the economical growing of farming smaller ones and prospering.
tutes.
us nerve.
In time come heaîlaches. nerv
factor
•ι» »»n1
Prevention Is bet· pork, there is no more important
tner ailments
The old idea was land and theu more
•rr :'
«ίγ». "I.et u» do the preventing."
to be considered than that of pasture. land, broad acres, whethere they were
affords
growing ani- profitable or not, to lie idle or be inOPTOMETRIST,
Kange iu pasture
mais the exercise so necessary to health differently cultivated as it happened.
PARMENTER,
the sucand
tnd proper development;
There was a time, of course, when virgin
Norway, Maine.
culent grasse*, while rich in muscle and soil was plentiful that this policy, exto
tend
prevent travagant though it wae, worked fairly
bone-forming materials,
disease and to counteract the heating well, but it uever will again.
md fever-imparting properties of corn
A. O.
This latter quality, and exercise, annual- Why a Man Does Not Have a Silo.
of dollars to
15 veirs expert Watch- ly save many thousands
1. So he will have exercise carrying
hog-raisers iu the United States, yet the old, dried corn stalks in the big door of
maker with
loss that recuits every day to farmer.»
then trying to get rid of
Kennard & Co., Boston. who do not act upon the fact that the the barn and
tbem
throwing out of the winagain
by
a
hog is, in his normal condition, rang dow into the yard.
still
enoris
ing and grass-eating animal,
2. So the cattle will be glad to get
All Work
mous.
in the spring after eating old,
grass
difference
between
wide
a
Guaranteed.
There is
corn stalks all winter.
dried
a
is
swill.
Slop properly hog's
slop and
3. So be can fill hie lunge full of
swill is too frequently
A lit*le out of the way relish, while
when he is pulling a few old dried
water polluted with ozone
than
more
nothing
corn stalks out of a snow bank.
but it pays to wajk.
term
swill
The
refuse.
may
uuhealtiiful
4. So when he gets a few «old, dried
a wide variety of feed or drink,
on his fork he can repeat a
«■ns. WATCHES. CLOCKS embrace
dishwater to a corn stalks
from
ordinary
ranging
few choice phrases to himself when the
AMD JEWELRY.
mixture of milk, table scraps, soap-suds
is a boys are not listening.
With Dr. Parmenter, Norway, Maine.
and other kitchen refuse, while slop
5. So he can get icicles on hie whiscombination of a ground feed or feeds, kers and dew drop· on the tnd of his
of
whole
A supply
with water or milk
his dose of ozone
with other nose while he is taking
some swill io connection
mixed with old dried stalk·.
in
but
valuable,
feeds may be extremely
β. So if he wants to know any more
rancid, and mainly
a condition of decay,
reasons for not having a silo, he will
of
high
rirat ( lui Far· II.OO.
loss
a
in
result
filth, it may
have to ask the man that feeds and tbe
UaUravius fl.UO.
however, may bi
cows that eat old, dried corn stalk· in
priced animals. Slop,
Turbine Steel Steamer CAMDEN and considered as always in order.—Coburn's
p'ace of nice juicy ensilage.
*teei M eatuer GOVERNOR DINGLE Y
"Swine in America."
I'll take tbe silo.—Hoard's Dairyman.
*a*e Franklin Wharf, Portland, week
to an
d»ysat7 P. m., for Boston.
able
be
to
It is a great pleasure
Deal pretty sparingly with red pepper
Τ
nouncethe engagement of Hon. Geo.
Roturnlnc
It is sharp stuff
as a spice for poultry.
chief
the
as
X.
Y.,
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week Powell of Ghont,
warm your chicks up some other
Better
Maine
the
of
session
next
it.—Farm Journal.
speaker at the
days at 7 p. m., for Portland.
The selection has way than by feeding
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gloves
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few times."
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On the Fence.
side
"That woman won't take either
she Is reaof the'social dispute until
to
sure which one Is going

lonably

win. She's a cat!"
for her be"Ah, then that accounts
Amerl·
ing ou the fence!"—Baltimore

tan.

Bethel.
West Paris.
THE
Miu Helen Staples of Hanover li visitSamuel Ray died at hie home on
îreenwood Street Feb. 14th, of pneu- ing friends in Bethel.
Mrs. L. M. Stearns is holding a clearTHE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL , nonia after a brief lllnem. He was the
ance sale and the ladiee find unusually
1 ion of William aod Martha (Oraj) Ray,
COUNTY.
OF
THE
SECTIONS
ind wax bora in Massachusetts in 1845. good bargains.
Mr. ▲. J. Aram has gone from Gould
lie wife was Mies Ella Libby of Paris,
his eduPurls Hill.
vho died four yean ago. Mr. Ray has Academy to Kent's Hill (o finish
cation.
survivhis
with
home
his
nade
it
only
first BaptlM Church, Rev. G. W. r. Hill, pu- ]
Mr. Clinton Barker, who has been ill
tor.
Preaching every Sun<l*y M 10:45 Α. M. I ng child, Mrs. Walter S. Cole, who with
Home
Sunday School at li Sabbath evening service , wo granddaughters survives him. He recently, is going to the Soldiers
I "rayer Meeting Thursday evening at
at 7 ».
at Togas.
of
Fred
two
is
survived
klso
brothers,
by
before
7
Covenant Meeting the last Friday
j
Miss Bessie Andrews went to the Eye
All
iVa ter ford, and Osgood of Angus ta,
the let Sunday of the month at 2 30 p. M.
not .*herwlae connected are cordially Invited,
md one sister, Mrs. Mary E. Bryant, of and Esr Infirmary in Portland for treatreturned
«forth Waterford. He. worked lo the ment for her throat. She has
Ε. B. Curtis is Hick with a severe cold.
but later on account of failing much improved.
nill,
Thursday night gave us another snow ; wealth he purchased the farm on which
Mrs. Edward King and little son are
storm, some eight inches, and the road- ie died. He was a kind father and visiting in Greene.
to
road
over
the
team
went
breaking
Rev. W. C. Curtis, E. C. Bowler and
grandfather and an obliging friend and
South Paris Friday, the firet time for the j
He had the respect of the his son Ernest and Dana Grant, Jr.,
îeighbor.
winter.
atpresent
His funeral was held Wed· went to Augusta Friday morning to
Mrs. William T. Eastis of Portland :ommunity.
at 1:30 from the Baptist churoh. tend the boys' meetings. Other memîesday
and two suns, Albert and Stowell Eustis,
atftev. A. K. Baldwin officiated, assisted bers of the Κ. Ο. K. A. would have
are guests at George M. Afcwood'e.
Rev. L. W. Raymond, the I. O. O. F. tended, but illness prevented.
>y
A warm rain Monday morning.
Several are ill with the grippe and
performing the burial eervlce.
Mr. Josiah H. Moody has arrived at bronchial troubles.
Ureenwood.
Mrs. Betsey Bennett died Thursday at
where he has spent the
The snow storm last Friday night and Lakeland, Fla.,
Charles
:wo previous winters, and already feels the home of her daughter, Mrs.
not
hinder
the
mail
carrier
did
Saturday
Heath, after a long illness.
nuch improved in health.
from getting round as usual, although an
There was no preaching service at the
Donald, the son of Mr. and Mrs. L. H.
hour late. But does the postal law
is sick at this writing.
Congregational church Sunday morning
Peoley,
his
rounds
the
carrier
to
on
go
oblige
The many friends of Ellsworth Curtis on account of the absence of the pastor.
after a foot of snow has fallen,'until the
The W. C. T. U. Willard commemoranrill be glad to know that after an illness
road s are broken out? If so more is the
)f about two months he is again around tive meeting was held at the Universalist
inches
now
is
Thesnow
just
thirty
pity.
church Sunday evening, Feb. 20.
ihe house.
deep in the woods by measurement, and
Rev B. C. Wentworth, pastor of the
Mrs. David Emmons is in very poor
would be much deeper had it not been
M. E. church at Norway, and Rev. C. L.
tiealth but is not confined to the bed.
for the former rains.
Mrs. Henry Dunham is on the sick Banghart exchanged pulpits Sunday.
Calvin Cole is on the sick list and the
The Sons of Veterans will give a ball
list.
neighbors bave been getting up his fireThe dedication ball at new Grange in Odeon Hall Tuesday evening.
wood.
Hall Friday evening was a grand success.
MIDDLE INTERVALE.
Rather bad traveling for making calls
\tS:30 about sixty couples formed on
and visits, so that very few have materialWe think any community fortunate to
For the grand march. There were no
ized during the week.
services of so good
decorations in the hall, but the secure the Christian
If Lieut. Peary thinks of making a special
and earnest a worker for the cause of
newness of the hall, the bright lights,
dash for the south pole, he ought to
E. A. Davis, as the
ami the pretty costumes of the ladies right as missionary
exercise the utmost privacy for fear Dr.
writer knows something of his faithful
made a very pleasing effect. Stearns'
Cook may get there ahead of him.
in this and other places.
Drcheetra furnished music, and sustain- work
Frank Brooks came near losing one
Thursday, Feb. 17, mild, with a light
»d their usual reputation for good music.
of his horses recently. In turning out
next thing to rain.
A large crowd partook of the oyster and snow,
of the road to let another team pass, the
We are in possession of a fine picture
horse came in contact with a sharp stub, pastry supper.
of Dr. Packard and bis two lovely chilMany friends will regret to learn of
which cut an ugly gash in the under
of South Paris, sent by his wife.
the serious illness of Daniel L. Day of dren,
A soldier friend of Togus says the old
part of his body, requiring seventeen
of this village. Mr. Day
formerly
Jay,
stitches to close it up. The operation
sometimes a
soldiers are dying fast,
bas been in failing health for the past
was performed by Dr.
Austin Hayes,
funeral in one day, and Spanish
but lately has been in much worse double
year,
who informed Mr. Brooks that if the
men are coming in,
apparently able
sondition.
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All legal advertisements
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contracte
per Inch In length of column. Special
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Job Panrrme —New tyjie, fast pressée, electric
and low price·
power, exper!cnce<l workmen
combine to make this department of our bualaees complete and popular.

«(NKLE COPIES.
cents

Single Copies of the Democrat are four
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
Jingle copie» of each Issue have been place·! on
sale at the following places In the County :
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
South 1'aris,
Noyes' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
BuckdeM,
Mrs. Harlow, Post Office.
Paris lllll,
Samuel T. White.
West Paris.

Coming Events.
March 1—Ox for I Pomona Grange, West Paris.

March 7—Town meeting
March S.— Supreme Judicial Court, South Paris.
NEW

ADVKKT1SEMENTS.

Hamburg* and Embroideries.

New

Blue Stores
Boys' Shoe· That Wear.
Great White Sale.
Mli-robes In tho *calp.
What ParlMan Sage will Do.
Sour Stomach.
Eve Work.
Spring Garden Insurance Co.
Probate Notices.
Appointment of Executor.
Low Κ ares.
2 Petitions for Discharge In Bankruptcy.
Kor Sale.

wound bad gone the fraction of an inch
have died on

deeper, the horse would
the spot.
We have just received a

Mills, Not Per Cent.

In an article prepared amidst numerlast week
ous distractions, the Democrat
inadvertently made the peculiar s'atewas
ment that the state tax rate, which
three per cent last year, would be live
in
per cent this year. The figures given
connection were correct·, but a Ave per
cent state tax rate sounds ra'her stagunnecesgering. It is perhaps almost
was meant was
sary to say that what
not per cent, but mills.

very interesting letter from our cousin, Mrs. Abbie
A. Kidder, of Canton, making mention
of three recent births and twice as many
deaths, one of which was that of Howard
Bartletf, formerly of Hartford, and a
former schoolmate. Later he became a
Free Baptist minister and died at Farm
ington Falls, s>rae three months ago.
Thanks, cousin Abbie, for the favor.
And the same to Mr. H. P. Forbes of
Canton, Χ. Υ for the information in regard to the grape fruit. But there is
still a mystery in connection with it,
and that is why is it called crape fruit,
since it has nothing in common with the
grape? It seems a better name would be
Jumbo orange, on account of its large
size; and that is what we called the one
sent us, before mentioned.
When calling on Judge II. C. Davis
last summer, and tinding him so poorly,
we hardly expected another interview on
earth, while his wife seemed so well preserved as to be likely to survive him
several years; our surprise then, on
learning the fact that she was called
away first can well be imagined. "Set
thine Irnuse in order, for thou shalt die,
and not live."

Permanent Roads
In this issue of the Democrat Mr. Geo.
R. Morton has an extended article on the
subject of Good Κ'ads for Paris. In
view of the fact that the towu is annually
its
expending thousands of dollars upon
work
highways and doing very little
that is permanent, this article is worthy
of the most serious consideration of
with
every voter. Whether you agree
the form of the proposition, it is well to
consider whether in some form we

ought

not

begin doing permanent
roads and stop putting our
receptacle with a large hole

to

work on our
money into a
in the bottom of it.

Candidates for Senator.
Elliott \Y. Howe of Rumford is announced as a candidate for the Republican nomination for state senator from
Mr. Howe is a well
Oxford County.
In
known business man of Rumford.
the legislature of 19<X> he was representative from the district including the
towu of Canton, of which he was then a

North

Waterford.

Bryant's

The varied entertainments in our vilaro making our winter evening*
lively this winter. This week has been
occupied with the Linn dog show, drill
and basket ball. The chief event the
coming week will be the presentation at
Dudley's Opera House of "The Old New
Hampshire Home," a play that is now
proving very popular through the state.
This is given by our local dramatic club
for the beoeiit of the village improvement society.
The following cast is introduced:
Farmer Wlotlirop
Leroy W. Titus.

lage

Edward Van Dusen
Oliver Stanhope,
Zeb Walking,
Micky Mullens
Mooes Uazln*k1
KawllnKH,
Mabel Wlnthrop,

announcement of his candidacy for the
Mr. Stearns is the son
same position.
of the late Hon. Joseph F. Stearns oi
Lovell, is one of the younger members
of the Oxford bar, and is well known tc
a large part of the people of Oxford
He has been an active RepubCounty.
lican worker, has held the position ol
chairman of the selectmen in Norway,
was representative from the Norway
district in the legislature of 1907, where
he served on the committees on legal
affairs and military affairs, and is now
judge advocate general on the staff ol
Governor Fernald.

Ned I. Swan.
E. D. Peverley.
H. Alton Bacon.
Fred DeShon.
Ernest M. Thompson.
Fred M. Cole.
Nell Preble.
Mrs. Jennie Currier.
Georgia Bl*beeEthlyn Davis.

Tilly,
Mrs. Wlnthrop
MutUns,
The company will arrange for a dance at |
the close of the play. The' date is Friday, Feb. 25th.
North Paris.

bodied young men. Let us ever teach
the rising generation to pay true tribute
to the memory of our brave men who
saved our flag and union, and helped to
wave this starry banner over the wide
world, repeating Freedom's story.
W. A. Bragg, our Union tea agent,
was here recently with a good supply of
what every family needs.
Win. Capen is working for Elmer

Trask.

West Bethel.

"Give me the hand that le true as a brother;
Give me the hand that has not wronged another,—
Soft ρ ilm or hard palm. It matters not never!
Give me the grasp that Is friendly forever!"
"In life, not death,
Hearts need fond words to help them on their
wayNeed tender thoughts and gentle sympathy;
Caresses, pleasant looks, to'cheer each patslng
dav.
Then hoard them not until they?ueelees be;
In life, not death,
Speak kindly. Living hearts need sympathy."

George Washington's Birthday.

One hundred and eleven years dead,
but still remembered and praised.
Hay and dry wood is plentiful, with
few purchasers in this vicinity.
Miss Jane Gibson of Bethel Hill sang
at the grange entertainment Tuesday

Ε. E. Field went to South Paris Feb.
14.
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Dow of West
evening.
Sumner visited his brother, Β. E. Dow,
The Mason snow roller, drawn by six
and wife, Feb. 15.
large horses, came through to this vilMiss Helen Sawyor has been in Hebron
lage Monday forenoon.
for a few days.
AImon and Clarence Tyler have exThe Tuell school gave an entertainchanged farms, and Clarence and family
ment Feb. 15.
Following is the pro- will move here from Mason this week.
gram:
Thus far the winter has given us less
School·
Music,
cold weather than usual, and
extremely
Is
the
The
Child
Father
to
Man,
Heading,
Etta Hollls. the days are two hours longer than in
Tableaux, When the Cat's Away the Mice will December.
Play.
Doctors have found another new disSong, Where the Sweet Kentucky Flows,
Delia and May Elwell. ease which they have named "Mazo
Recitation, The Big Dog under the Wagon,
Motorrhimitis," and is brought on by
WUma Llttlehale
Rmoke of motor cars and automobiles.
Dialogue, Watermelon Pickle,
Addition S. Bean and wife have moved
Etta and Earl Hollls.
Song. Where the Ivy Leaves Grow Close Beside from the Scribner house, so called, to
Deil* and May Elwell. the four-tenement house near the
the Door,
railway
Edith Llttlehale.
Reading, Valentine,
School. station owned by the Merrill, Springer
Music,
and called the "Beehive."
On entering the school room
every Co.,
Pleasant Valley Grange gave a public
seventh one was required to pay seven
in their
hall Tuesday
cents. Eich lady carried a pie which entertainment
evening, which was well attended, many
iuc
auvuuu «ιοί
«αβ
ov.nu
a*

North Waterford, 20: Bridgton AcadNorth
Waterford defeated
emy. 13
Bridgton Academy in a close and hard
fought game of ba»ket ball at Odd FelIn the
lows' Hall Thursday evening.
tiret half Bridgton was clearly out played, the half ending thirteen to five in
favor of Waterford. Bridgton took a
brace in the second half, and captured
eight points while Waterford onlv scored
•seveu.
Referee, Moody of Bridgton.
fifteen
and
Time,
twenty minute
halves.
Mrs. Will Rice has got home after an
absence of several weeks.
Mrs. George Brownell, Mrs. W. H. Kilgore, also Mrs. Alphonzo Charles are on
the sick list.
Little Norman Brown is some better.
Hattie Knight of Norway is stopping
was given.
here
Archie Grover went to Gloucester realized.
Monday and returned Tuesday.

resident.
Albert J. Stearns of Norway makes

Pond.
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82#.—Enigmatical Geography.

No.

a

Feb. 1©th to Mar. sth.

vowel—Au·

room of 16 tons.
gust-a.
Hospital in Lewlston Wednesday I ) •utter
An animal and dexterity.
J Strychnine has been found by a cheroby Dr. J. C. Caldwell.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Irish started fori, it in the stomach of Frank Cyr of Sber2. Yeast and value.
Plorlda Monday, the 21st, where theyl nan, who died on the 5th, and the coun3. A master and a weight
|! y attorney will investigate the matter. 4. Fresh and an old boat
will visit Mr. and Mrs. Ike Shaw.

M. G.

The I. W. Sbaw Co. bas 'sold its busi-l
A Guilford resident while engaged in
nées here to P. L. Warren and Geo. H. I
the covering from an old chair
11
some
emoving
take
will
possession
Hersey, who
a gold collar button hidfound
11
ecently,
in
Marob.
time
the covering and on
The funeral of Miss Sarah Morse waslc en in the folds of
found $100 in bills
held from her late borne in the west parti 1 urther investigation
of the town Sunday afternoon. Miee|< if small denominations.
Morse died Priday night at the home of I John Bachelder, aged about 40, died at
her sister, Mrs. Bennett, in South Paris, | ■ 'hillips Thursday from injuries received
where she had gone fora visit. She| >y falling between the cars of a Sandy
was sixty-si* years old and is survived
liver <ft Rangeley Lake freight train
by a sister and brother. The interment rhile standing at the side of the track
was at the village cemetery.
vaiting for the train to pass.
Mr. Chas. Gray returned from the Eye l·
of
Sturgis Deputy Melvin L. Emerson
in
Portland
Monday
Ear
and
Infirmary
on the charge of acceptwhere be has been receiving treatment < )ld Town, tried
ten dollars from a liquor
for an injury to his eye, the sight of 11 ng a bribe of
11 eller, was acquitted, and the verdiot
which is destroyed.
even by the
W. C. Allen was in Portland Thursday, 11< vas generally approved,
I vorst haters of the Sturgis law.
returning Priday.
Nezinscot Lodge of Odd Pellows has I A woman is bound over for a recent
been invited to attend the district meet- mrglary of a dry goods store in BiddeIng to be held in Lewieton March 15.
ord. It is said that she got into the
Mrs. Arthur Jacobs presented her bus-1 itore
by breaking a window, and carried
band with a fine ten-pound boy Tuesday 11 >ff about 9125 worth of goods, some of
11
morning.
vhicb she was wearing when arrested.
Geo. W. Pike and wife of Springfield,
isn't growing up to bushes by
Mass., came to the home of Mr. and I Auburn
deer conMrs. Alfred Cole Saturday for a short |i iny means, but nevertheless
11 tinue to make brief visits to the residonvisit.
ial sections. Only the other day a full
Twenty degrees below zero
on Vining Street
morning, Feb. 19th. The lowest for the 11 frown deer inappeared
I, Ind passed full view of the occupants
winter.
residence.
People have been harvesting their 11 >f the Harry Bumpus
brown-tail moth nests hereabouts and I It is reported that the men who are
there seems to be an over-production in I ;o build the electric railroad from Ausome sections of the town.
>urn and Lewiston, through Gray and
•iew Gloucester to Portland are buyiog
>quipment for the construction work,
Rev. A. W. Pottle was called to
is set for the
mouth Wednesday, Feb. 9, to attend the rbe opening of the road

bounds.
12.
13.
14.
15.

make]

I

season

John J. byrnes,

a

Lewiston

bloom.

For nine years
serving one full

presiding elder,
term the Lewieton
District, during
which he wae frequently at South Parin
ue was

I
I

im-|

?·

Fairfield, Augusta, Gardiner, Hallowed,
Saco, Weutbrook, Strong, and rnmy

A

National

Tuberculosis

Sunday.

Announcement of a national tuberculosis Sunday to be held on April 24th in
215,000 churches of the United States
the was made
recently by the National Asso-

large audience.

country beauty.

No. 825.—Hidden Diagonal.
One word Is concealed In each couplet. When the five words are guessed
uud written one below another, the
from the upper left hand let-

diagonal

ter to the lower right band letter will
the name of a constellation.
I.
When November'· chilly blaat
1· rushing past
errand
On Its cold, cold

spell

fireman,

Tuesday night as the result of injuries received in a fall from a ladder
when a building collapsed at a fire in
that city a week earlier. He was 38
a widow
rears of age, and is survived by
and four children.

A remarkable thing happened in the
the other day,
paper mill at Yarmouth
when a workman was caught by the
bead between the rollers of a paper mashine, but by the instant shutting down
of tho machine, escaped with no inmore serious than bad bruises.

Mrs. Mary A. Wheelwright of Bangor,
aged 70, widow of Hon. Joseph S. Wheelwright, a former mayor of the city, was
killed Tuesday in a collision between a
street car and the cab in which she
She sustained a fracture of
was riding.
the skull. Mrs. Wheelwright was prominent in social, church and charitable
affairs.

IIL
This month In garb of fur la clad
The girl, In sweater warm the lad.
IV.
And football has returned, the game
That's loved by man or boy the same.
V.
Children of skating are so fond
They beg and plead to skim the pond.

—St Nicholas.

No.

sale

20c

lot Odd Pure Linen, 18c each.

ioc

each.

Great Bargains by the dozen.

etc.

at

each.

25c.

This

ι

I

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,

The room net aside as an "Abbott Memorial'1 in tue tower of Hnbbard Hall,

828.—Enigmas.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Boys'Shoes That Wear
PARENTS

sometimes complain that they
cannot find Shoes that will stand up
under the hard usage of the good healthy,
come
staving boys. Κ you ara troubled that way,
here for your shoes.
We have the Little Ripper that never rips ; Youth»' $1.50 ;
and $2.00. These
Boys'$175. The Knockabout for $1.75
shoes are made of good solid leather and they will wear.
You had better trv them.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO,,
MAINE.
Opera House Block, NORWAY,
3.10-8.

L
I'm found In live, but not In die,
A pirt of dinner and of pie;
In low you'll And me, not In high;
I'm found In sell, but not In buy;
In earth I hide, but not In fly;
I'm found In tame, yet not In shy.
My whole, a flow'ret like the sky,
Its fragrance telle when It Is nigh.

Tolophono

Π.

first Is in faith, but not In conceit;
second's In push, but not In retreat;
third Is In labor and not In rest;
fourth Is In trial and also In test;
fifth is In valor, but not In shame;
sixth Is In honor and never In blame.

My
My
My
My
My
My
My

of Ready-to«Wear
Garments

was an American, now Ions
dead,
whose work o'er the whole
of
good
world spread.
—Youth's Companion.

whole

The

Miss Delia Yarrell, who recently passed the Massachusetts Bar examinations,
is but 22 years of age and wrote extensively for the Old York Transcript
when but 15 years of age. She was
graduated ffom Berwick Academy at 15
years of age and at 10 wrote "Peter

We announce our clearsale of men's high
grade suite and overcoat.
This sale offers a char β

ance

No. 827^-A Novel Calendar.

to save money on your

wearing apparel.

Ν

$18.00

V Ε

Ο

Winter Weight Suits f.

U

Β

Η 7L

Λ

Ό

Λ

I

Τ.

I

Ν

I

I

Υ

with tbe plan and co·operation of the
late Dr. Edward Abbott of Cambridge,
with pictures, books and interesting and
valuable souvenirs of the Ave Abbott
writers who graduated from Bowdoin:
Jacob Abbott, all of whoso "Rollo"
manuscripts are here, John S. C. Abbott,
and Samuel P. Abbott. A
Charles Ε
Dr. Edward
life-size oil portrait of
Abbott has recently bpen added by Mrs.

Abbott.

A fir tree that was felled last Thurs-

day on the wood lot owned by Hadley
Clark, who resides about two miles from
the village, contained an interesting

Eight months

$14.00

$12.00

Winter Weight Suits for

Η

$10.00

I—£1

The tree when soundod before
to within
about three feet from the ground, and
when felled it was noticed that large
quantities of oats wore falling from tbe
inside, and later a large family of mice
made their exit and for a while let those
around know that they didn't appreciate
being disturbed from their nesting place
which had been well supplied for the
winter. The sapply of oats was stored
in an upper portion of tlje tree and was
gathered last fall from Mr. Clark's field
near-by. Tho nesting quarters were at
the butt of the tree which was well covered with some kind of a fuzz.—Pittsfield Advertiser.

No. 823.—Reverted Word·.
1. Spell backwnrd the condition of
uncooked food and leave a bloody conflict. 2. Spell backward a contrivance
to catch wild animals and leave that
which an actor plays. 3. Spell backward that which water will do when
running downhill and leave a wild
animal of prey. 4. Spell backward a
small animal that seeks dark places
and leave a thick substance used both

Work.
Prisoners
to Have
"The aim of your inspectors is to
bring about a higher level of conditions
in the housing and treatment of prisoners, a definite system on questions of
employment, diet, clothing and sanitary
affairs in the hope that our jails may not
continue to be 'schools of crime,' but
and
reformative."
rather corrective
This statement is made in the annual reBoard
of
of
tbe
State
Inspectors of
port
Prisons and Jails.
"One of the principles adhered to has
convicted
been that all able bodied
violators of the laws shall be made to
work, and not allowed to pass their time
in slothful idleness, which is a source of
demoralization to those industriously
inclined, and a gratification to those
whose only desire is to viciously waste
time. One should be allowed to work as
a safeguard and a preventive, and the
other should be made to work as a
punishment and correction, the employment to be along industrial lines if
possible, but if this is not feasible under
local conditions, or from the small number of the prisoners, then they should
break stone for the benofit of the high-

at

eight.

being cut proved to be hollow

Mean

way."

variety.

as a

$7.60

Extra values for the price.
of patterns.

Overcoats

On tbe face of it, the verdict returned
by a Cumberland County jury the other
day in a contested divorce case looks peculiar. There are laid down in the
statute certain specific causes, any one
of which is sufficient for divorce. In
this case the jury was asked for several
special findings, and in response found
that the libelee was guilty of gross and
confirmed habits of intoxication, which
causes
for divorce,
Is one of the
which
of
is
but
not
cruelty,
mother cause, and that tbe divorce
should not be decreed. There may be
some explanation why the jury should
refuse a divorce with a statutory cause
proven, but it does not appear in the

first you don't succeed, try, try
3. 'Tis never too late to learn.
No. 815.—Double Letter Enigma: Autumn leaves.

HOME

No. 818.—Charade: Don-key, donkey.
No. 817.—Pictorial Code Rebus: Pictured words, shave, lake. debt. toll,
room, fish. Sentence, Idle folks have

reports.

Some of tbe new Spring Hats and
Sathaway Spring Shirts received. Drop
| η and see them. F. H. Noyes Co.

Apr.

June

July
Aug.

Sept.

Oct
Nov.
Dec.

1, '10,

Jan.

Maine.

We

Sage will do
Money Back.

Parisian

serve

courtesy

ris

Stop splitting hair.
Stop itching scalp immediately.
Make harsh hair soft, silky and lux-

283

305

the small depositor with the same
and promptness as the large.

Trust

South

Grow more hair.

38
78
104
118
143
169
178
201
214
230
244
267
272

1,10,

Feb.

No. 822.-Chfirnde: Son-net. sonnet.

Rarl·,

Company,
Maine.

HATS

uriant.

greatly reduced prices to close out
children
Sage
the Fall and Winter Millinery.
delightful
dressing
Shurtleff I
large bottle. [
Also a complete line of Ladies' and
Sage.

scalp disease.

Parisian
For woman and
hair
is the most
should be in every home. 7. A.
& Co. sell it for 50 cents a
Ask for Pariaian

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1900.
$
Mortgage Loans,.
Collateral Loans,............
Stocka and Bo Ode,
Cash In Office and In Bank,....
A firent·' Balances,
Bills Receivable

....

Interest and RenU,
A11 other A a sets,

at

and

Spring Garden
Insurance Company
Real Estate

81,000 00
M,920 00

0
2,490,0» 80
143,987 60
429,326 68
0
30,202 70
296 47

Children's Winter Underwear and

Hosiery.

MISS

S.

M.

Millinery

and

SOUTH PARIS,

NOTICE.
Admitted Aaaeta,
t 3,187,821 06
The aubacrlber hereby give· notice that he
LIABILITIES DEC. <1, 1909.
haa been duly Appointed administrator with
270 2S4 081 the will annexed of
$
overy. "One bottle cured me," writes Sot Unpaid Loaaea,
the eatate of
Premiums,...
1,941,066 631
ISAAC HOWE, late of Woodstock.
L. L. Dunn of Pine Valley, Miss., "after Unearned
All other Liabilities,
00
30,000
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
'laid
ηρ' three weeks with Grip." Daah Capital,
teing
400,000 00 bonds a* the law direct·. All
persons baring
ror sore lungs, Hemorrhages, Coughs, Surplus over all LlablllUea,
038,020 89 demand· against the estate of said deceases
are
dealred to preaent the tame for settlement, and
Soldi, Whooping Cough, Bronchitis, roul Liabilities and Sorplna,
$ 8,187,821 00 all Indebted thereto are requested to make
it's
60c.
!
Lsthma,
$1.00.
supreme.
! payment Immediately.
W. J. WHEELER Λ CO., Agent·.
tuaxanteed by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
South Parts, Me. I Feb. 8th, 1810.
A. MOST CHASE.
...

|

Clothier,

1, '08,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1, '09,
1,'09,

May

I+0=01lo.

of Philadelphia, Pa.

A WILD BLIZZARD RAGING
>rlngs danger, suffering—often death—
ο thousands, who take colds, coughs
tod lagrippe—that terror of Winter and
Ipring. Its danger signals are "stuffed
ip," nostrils, lower part of nose sore,
hills and fever, pain in back of head,
md a throat-gripping cough. When
irlp attacks, as you value your life,
lon't delay getting Dr. King's New Die-

Norwa>

One Price

INDUSTRIES.

Dec
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

5. Old
Curiosity
Guy Mannerlng.
Shop. β. Uncle Tom's Cabin. 7. The
Woman In White. 8. The Last Day*
of Pompeii. 9. The Vicar of Wakefield.
10. Quentin Durward.
No. 821.—Numerical Spelling: 0+L+

cures

;

DEPOSITORS:

the most labor.
No. 818.—Two Words Talk 8hop: 1.
Tack. 2. Scale.
No. 819.—Beheaded Rhymes: Trailed,
railed, ailed, I led, led. Ed, d (Dee).
No. 820.—Anagrams: 1. Don Quixote
2. Oliver Twist. 3. The Virginians. 4.

Brighten· up the hair and eyebrows.
As a hair dressing it is without a peer
—it contains nothing that can possibly
harm the hair, it is not sticky, oily or
greasy—it is used by thousands to keep
the hair healthy—it prevents as well as

a" marked down
the same proporti

11 you are not one of our depositors already, why
not open a check account with this strong and
growing BANE and add one more to
this list If you live in this town and
carry a check account with some
other bank, your interests ought
to be centered enough to give
us part of your account, if
not all, and help support

hair in two week·.
Cure dandruff in two weeks.

Here and There.

All sizes.

L«

Are You One of the 30J

again.

or

Mxit

h. B. Foster,

Key to Puzzledom.
No. 814.—Hidden Sayings: 1. There
is no new thing under the sun. 2. If

Stop falling

igoj ly Hart Scbiifncr &

Cepjrrigbt

medicine and a wagon grease.

Wbat

$10.00

Winter Weight Suits for

Sam. I

ice in ····*·. if a car drove through
·**···
κ would bo thought strange
Tell us, sir, a tale of ♦·····. in a river In ··♦···· we struck a snag, Lee.

\

Green and gray pattern* in μη

are

No. 828.—Anagram·.
went to ···· to buy an elephant. She measured by the Inch a
In ···*·
rare bit of stuiT from ·····.
In ····*·· I found a
he slew a fox.
rusty red nail. I often tell Dan colts
There are few
come from ········.
dark men In ·······. Be wary on the

r

Four distinct lines of all wool <·.
eimeree, made by Hart, Scbatf»'
& Marx, wbicb in a guarantee of
their worth.

hidden here. Can
find them by moving up, down
you
be
to
Bowdoin Co'lege, is now ready
und slanting? You may use the same
shown to the many visitors wbo come to
of times, but you
tbe college, especially in the summer letter any number
months. It is furnished in accordance must not skip.

lewspaper

'ot Odd

*

Brown Crash, Pure Linen, this sale 5c.
Bleached Crash, Pure Linen, this sale 9c.
ι lot Tray Cloths, this sale, 17c.
6 doz. All Linen Huck Towels; 40x22 inches, cheap

IL
The children know they'll have some fun
In yard or street when enow*· begun.

The pastors at South Laudsay's Will," a comedy which was
Pans, Norway, and Buckfield, are ex- later produced.
pected to remain in their preeent fields
The potato raising business of last
of labor.
rather a black eye
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist year in Maine has got
low and decreasing
church met Wednesday with Mrs. Pot- from the continued
This added to the
tle and enjoyed a pleasant time. A price of the product.
unfavorable weather conditions of the
good number were present.
has made potato raisers a
During Dr. Lamb's absence from his past season
blue, not only in Aroostook, the
church, assisting in revival work at St. little
cr.us.ial Imma ηf thn nntatn. hilt in other
John, his people unite in their Sabbath
the Htate where an increased
worehipwiih the Methodist church. A parte ofwas
put in last year.
acreage
laBt
were
Sabbath.
number
present
good

other places.

a

The visitor tried to woo Delia, the

Edward P. Newbegin, employed as a
laborer in the pulp mill at South Brewer
of the Eastern Manufacturing Company,
was struck on the head and almost instantly killed Tuesday, by a falling shafting. He only lived about 15 minutes
after being struck. He leaves a widow
I and one child.

and
Dr. Ladd'e only imNorway.
mediate successor in point of years in
consecutive effective service is the Rev.
A. W. Pottle who is now on his 49th
year in the conference work as pastor.
He joined the conference held in South
Paris in 1861. He was Dr. Ladd'e
mediate euccessor at Waterviile and
Bath, and each served the Congress I
Street church in Portland one terra.
The next session of the Maine Methodist conference will be held in the Congress St. church, Portland, commencing
April 13, Bishop Quale presiding. Kev
B· Ho,t aDd G· D- Holmes
μ?8,"·
will be his constitutional advisers, constituting the biebop's cabinet. It ίκ expected many changes will be mado in the
pastorate of preachers. It is reported
that changes are expected at Skowhegan,

Pohllg, assisted by his orchestra,

Mr.

entertained

Waterviile, Biddeford, Bangor, Bath, I
Congress St. church, Portland, Gardiner, juries
Auburn and Lewieton.

Mercerized,

1

ι lot
ι lot

|

box and to sin.

:

small lot Bleached Cotton, 6c.
lot French Batiste, was 25c, now 20c.
ι lot India Linon, was 25c, now uc.
a
ι lot slightly soiled, very cheap.
ι 9*4 Bleached Cotton, great bargain, 21c.
Fuel.
of
No. 824.—Hidden Article·
ι piece Handkerchief Linen, soiled, $1.25 quality for 79c.
disSmith & Co. allowed 10 per cent
that has sold so quickly tor
ι lot Baker Underwear, same make
count to clerks.
ladies' night robes for :9c.
and
skirts
lot
are
this
In
seasons.
several
long
The battle of Arco kept Napoleon I
in and we will *how you many other bargains. Our f;«;.cy
Come
awake all night
will be shown later in^the season. Sincerely yours,
The sweet pea took a long time to I Underwear

of 1911.

iied

8ac for 62c
95c for 65c
$1.00 for 75c

A feminine name and a sphere.
A masculine nickname, a vowel,!
person and to hit lightly.

Yar-1<

funeral of Dr. A. S. Ladd and to
one of three addresses on the occasion, I
Dre. Jones and Berry making the other I
oldest
addressee. Dr. Ladd was the
effective preacher in conference rotation, I
he serving bis fiftieth year in pastoral I
work. He was to celebrate his semi-l
centennial in the ministry at the approaching conference in April. He joined the conference in 1800, and during his
extended ministry served many of the
largest churches in the conference. He
commenced bis ministry in Wilton and
Strong. He was subsequently pastor at

Λ?! 2™
^
50c tor 39c

A human being,
A toy,to knot and greater quantity.
a

NAPKINS

16 Pieces TABLE LINEN :

5. Base and a measure.
β. Swarthy and a church.
7. To hold fast and to disembark.
8. A jump and a meadow.
9. Fresh, a conjuctlon and Inclines.
10. An animal and a crossing.
11. A feminine name, a garment and

Saturday!ι

East Brownfield.
tlebron.
The supper and dance given by
Mrs. W. A. Nichols is visiting at Rninford Falls. Miss C. A. Bum pu s is keep- students of the high school proved ν α kl u il ιυι iuo oiuuj auu io»duuwu ui
Hiram.
very successful both socially and finan- Tuborculosis.
house for her while she is away.
Died in Hiram, Feb. 5th, Mrs. Nellie ing
The new hall of West
The Ladies1 Circle held an all day cially. The supper, which was one of
Following campaigns against conInez, wife of Mr. James D. Wilder, aged
was dedicated last Thursday, Feb. 16th
Brownfield's best, was served in G. A.
meeting at the church Tuesday.
sumption that have been carried on in
State Master Stetson and Deputy K_L> 29 year*. Her illness affected the throat
in
K.
the
dance
while
took
who
Hall,
Rev. Mr. Bok of Kennebuukport,
place
the churches of hundreds of cities, and
Leavitt assisted in the exercises. The and her death was sudden. She was a has
accepted the pastorate of the church town hall, located just across the street. sermon* on tuberculosis that have been
w iraan of quiet,
retired life
new ball is 37 *>y 80 f*et'
peaceful,
the
on
There
were
seventeen
will
with
hie
Thurs
arrive
?
couples
here,
family
preached before thousands of congregah.gb, built out of concrete block», th and habits, but devoted to her husband day.
march led by Mr. Frank Harmon an'l tions
during the past year, a movement
tirst of the kind in the state. The tirs and children, and the church and Pythian
Miss
Bennett's
Brown.
Orchesmovand
have
Gladys
Charlie
Sawyer
family
has been started to establish a permanent
floor is 10 feet high and contains tb( Sisterhood, of which she was a worthy
ed into their new home, the L. L. Phil- tra composed of E. Bennett, violin; W. tuberculosis Sunday, on which it is
member. Her funeral was held Sunday
main hall way, men's coat room,
lips farm. Mr. Phillips and family have Bennett, cornet; F. Ham, clarionet; and hoped that every one of the 33,000,000
room, which is 35 by oO fee', also a afternoon at the Congregational church. moved
upstairs where they will live for Mrs. Helen Wakefield, piano, furnished church goers in the United States wMl
Rev. Cyrus Purington of West Baldwin
kitchen and toilets.
music. The proceeds are to go towards hear the
the present.
gospel of health. It is planned
On the second tloor is the
preached a comforting sermon from the
Herbert Bowman is expected home the expenses of the graduation.
to enlist the active co-operation of antiladies' room and the main hall which ii words, "There shall be no night there." from Orono
Ernest
Hill
and little daughter Phyllis tuberculosis
Friday.
organizations, labor unions,
35 by 46 feer. and a gallery in the rear The Pythian Sisters rendered their imare quite ill.
fraternal organizations, and other bodies
also a large stage across the end of th* > pressive ceremonies. Hiram Lodge, Κ
Oxford.
C. D. Fesseuden has been confined to
together with the churches in the movehall and may be entered on either side of P., attended in a body, acting as
The selectmen are completing the the house for some weeks.
ment.
The aid of leading churchmen in
The floors are all hard wood. A ventila escort.
Abbie Rogers is entertaining Maud
business of the year and the report goes
many of the principal denominations
tion m the center of the ceiling add;
Henry W. Merrill was in Portland to the printer on Saturday, the 19th.
Johnoon of Sanford.
has already been offered. All of the
much to the beauty, also there are tran Monday to confer with the Pythian
Sumner Durgin and Florence WentMr. Merriam preached at the M. £.
large interdenominational bodies, such
The basement s 14 b. Jubilee Committee with reference to the
•om windows.
churches here and at Welchville Sunday. worth were married Feb. 18. They are as the Toung Men's Christian Associa3.-, feet and 8 feet clear, giving plenty ol convention on the 22d at Saco.
Mrs. Amy Berry of Massachusetts is to have a reception Feb. 20 at Bradbury
tion, the King's Daughters and Sons, and
Waldo H. Hanson of Bartlett, X. H.t
room for one of the largest hot an
her aunt, Mrs. Winfleld French. Hall.
the various young people's societies are
and Arthur L. Kenison of Conway were visiting
When this beaut.fu
furnaces made.
in
was
Leslie
Hill
of
N.
Mrs. Wm. Dow of Falmouth i& visiting
U.,
Conway,
also in sympathy with the anti-tubercuat Eli C. Wads worth's this week.
concrete building is finished it will cosi
town Feb. 17.
her mother, Mrs. French.
losis campaign.
Edwin R. Wadsworth and his son WesThe comm. te,
some more than *5000.
The Universalist Circle is planning to
The Congregationaliet Ladies' Circle
It is planned that on April 24th tuberput in charge of the work consists of A ton are quite ill.
a
town
dinner.
met Tuesday with Mrs. James Cook.
meeting
give
culosis shall be preached in all the
Mrs. Thomas S. Sargent has sold her
J. Abbott, E. W. l'enley, Roscoe Tuell
Services in the Congregational church churches of the
The M. E. Circle met with Mrs. Wm.
Literature
country.
home at East Hiram to Charles Poor.
G. W. Berry, and 0. S. Dudley.
have been suspended for a few weeks.
Lombard.
will be distributed to members of the
Her son James has bought the Evans O.
The dedicatory eorvice commenced a
Or. Oevereaux of Kezar Falls was callHerbert Denning is at work at Concongregations, and in every way an ef11 o'clock. Urst the lady officers march Allen place below lliram Falls and they
ed to see the young daughter of Mr. and fort will be made to teach that tubercuway, Ν. H.
into the hall, Mrs. Millie Ε Davis will remove to it soon.
Mrs. Geo. Turner is ill with tho grippe. Mrs. Ernest Hill Feb. 17. He Bald there losis is a dangorous disease and that it
Mrs. Eli demon* is recovering from
Mrs E. W. Penley and Mrs. E. L. Porter
is a good chance for her recovery.
can be prevented and cured.
then came S ate Master Stetson. Ο. i, tbe grippe.
Locke's Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Byram were at the home
Clergymen who desire to obtain addiFred S. Howard is at Portland learnChandler, present master of the grange
Rev. C. L. Banghart of Bethel was in of Mrs. Byram Sunday, the 13th. Mr. tional information in
regard to tubercuand Jesse Howe, overseer. Then cam» ing the use and care of automobiles.
town Wednesday making calls.
Byram is principal of Cornish High losis will be able to secure literature
Mrs. Ernest Tarbox has gone again to
rest of the officers of the grange
School.
are
in
order
now.
just
Congratulations
from state and local anti-tuberculosis
There was the usual presentation of th. a hospital in Portland.
Mr. Henry Davis and Mrs. Mattie Pratt
associations and boards of health, as
James II. Ridlon is recovering from
Lovell.
kevs then the altar was brought in born<
were
marare the happy couple.
They
well as from the National Association.
by" Mr. and Mrs. George West and Mr. heart disease.
The drama, "Weeping Willows," was
ried at Bryant Pond Feb. δ and will reD. B. Cram went to Whitefield, Ν. Η
Mrs. I. B. Ellingwood. Moeic**
at Pine Grove
•«An Army Mule."
side on Bird Hill.
given
Thursday
evening
rendered after the prayer by the choir last week.
Raynor Littlefield, who cut his foot Hall by the senior class of Fryeburg
"An Army Mule," anew serial story
,τ *i*tinir of Mrs. Eldron
Born, Feb. 10th, aeon to Mr. and Mrs.
Stearns, Mrs.
He is Academy. There was a good audience
quite badly, is on the gain.
by Charles Miner Thompson, begins in
Fred Stearns, A. E. Marshall and Clay- Eli C. Wadsworth. It died on the 11th. anxious to
get out again, so as to try his present in spite of the storm, and the the February 10th issue of The Youth's
A little t>U'l of but a (lay
ton Churchill, Mrs. Mary Stetson at the
new snowshoes.
play was much enjoyed.
Unto ue was given,
Companion of Boston. The title of it is
piano. The State Master dedicated th
Ou Wednesday evening the Ladies'
Mrs. Abbie Jones is spending a few
Too frail for earth, hae t>as*e<l away,
sugeeted by the blind and reckless obI
hall in the customary manner.
Tbe bloom shall bo In Heaven.
Circle of the Center Congregational
days at Howard Maxim's.
stinacy of the old soldier who is its
lady officers assisted by some of th I
Mrs. Edith Emery Douglass, who is at church was entertained at Odd Fellows'
principal character. His mulishness inWest Sumner.
other members prepared a most excelled
the Lewiston hospital, is gaining and Hall at No. 4. There was a large com- volves him and those about him in a sucbaked bean and salad dinner.
Mrs. Alphonzo Hazelton is sick with will soon be at home.
the
there
After
pany present.
supper
cession of the most mystifying and disIn the afternoon an audience of nearlj tonsilitis. Mrs. Alton York is caring
Charier Herrick of Gorham, Ν. H., cut was a literary and musioal entertain- tressing complications.
200 listened to a most exce lent.add™ for her and Dr. Roseman is the attend- his arm
ment.
a
quite badly by falling against
Sample copies of The Companion, inhv H D Leavitt, state deputy, from th« ing physician.
Suncook Grange met Friday evening.
Mr. Herrick worked at the mill
saw.
cluding the issue containing the first inGrange, lie spoke of the gooc
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Chandler went here for several
Routine business was done, and it was stalment of this
years.
extraordinary story,
work that this grange and many
to Dixfiold last week to attend the New
The spool business is dall here just at voted to accept the invitation of Frye- will be sent
upon request to any one
were doing; he especially
Century Pomona.
to a strike at the Coate's burg Grange to meet with them for an who mentions this
owing
present,
paper.
ten tion to the splendid work that, i.
A dinner of baked beans and pastry thread mills at
all day meeting Saturday.
Pawtacket, R. I.
beiog doue at Good Will Farm, also th< will be served in the vestry by the ladies
G. D. Ring is quite sick at present,
The Linn dog show was well patronizPersonal.
invested it of the
amount of money being
Baptist Circle Feb. 23. A large ed while here. The dogs showed almoet suffering much from gravel stones.
State Master Stetsot attendance is desired.
homes.
human intelligence.
The ladies of the Library Club will
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Parlin and chilspoke on Producers' Exchange anc
Among nominations made by Governgive a supper, concert and dance at
He congratulated th.i dren of Sumner Hiil visited with Mr.
ro oDeration.
North Buckfield.
Pine Grove Hall on the evening of Feb- or Fernald last week are the following:
work
we«
they
and Mrs. D. D. Small Tuesday.
grange on the splendid
Trial Justice—John L. Howard.
Ν. E. Beseey spent a few days in Lew- ruary the 25th inst. Packard's Orchesand their beautiful new hall
Mrs. Cyrus Hazelton, who has been ill iston the past week.
Notary Public—C. A. Andrews, Andover;
tra of Waterford will furnish musio.
Elleha
Pratt, Rumford Falls.
p.»rrν Walker of South Paris, and H. D
for some time and is very lame, is someJ. M. Millett has been confined to the
The snow is so deep in the woods now
Justlcs of the Peace—Loon H. Ingalle, Don1
th<
also
of
Smith
complimented
Norway
what improved.
bouse with neuralgia.
that logging operations are going rather mark.
members for their zeal and .oterest.
Q lite a number from this place atMrs. J. E. Mayhew spent the day the hard.
Card of Thanks.
the work they
tended tbe dedication of the grange hall \5th with her sister, Mrs. G. H. Warren.
A. A. Stearns, who Is doing a logging
ate anc at West Paris.
still are accomplishing. F. S.
heartfelt
We wish to extend our
It was Mrs. Warren's birthday.
in Brownfield, is at home for a few
job
flavton Churchill entertained the a
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bonney will obthanks to the grange, Ladies' Circle,
Charles Rowe has moved into Emer- days.
dience with vocal duets and solos, and serve the sixteenth anniversary of their son Tucker's house.
An entertainment was given at North friends and neighbors, who, by their
1 Ε Morse of South Parle with humor wedding by receiving their friends in
David Record is left alone.
Lovell Grange Hall Monday evening. many acts of kindness have shown their
mis reading*· Mrs. Helen Robertson
the Universalist vestry tbe evening of
Gerald Rowe has returned home.
Reading by Miss Maude Andrews of Au- sympathy during her long siokness, and
also called upon for a read
Sumner
the 23d.
Althea Stetson spent Sunday at her gusta, and music by the Garcelons and also to those who sent the beautiful
father's in Sumner.
E. S. Farrington. It was much enjoyed. flowers in our sad bereavement.
East Bethel.
grange was organized in March,
Leander S. Swan and Family.
There will be a dance in Grange Hall
mem
with about 40 members, the
Mrs. Gertie Dorrey and little son of March 2d.
East Waterford.
to
about
14,
has now increased
Grafton visited relatives here last week.
M. L. Rowe is able to be oat again.
PRESIDENT HELPS ORPHANS.
Mies Lnlu Mclntire's school at Temple
member..
Among the charte,
Miss Evelyn Bartlett visited her sister,
of orphans have been helpHundreds
Hill
closed
the
Uth.
There
were
no
anc
to
attend
that are still able
East Sumner.
Mrs. Chas. Conner of Albany, last week.
marks against any of the pupils except ed by the President of the Industrial
work »od -«r. able to b<
Mrs. Etta Bean left here for Florida
to
this
news
little
week.
report
Very
a few absences on account of illness. and Orphan's Home at Macon, Ga., who
oceseot laat Thursday are: Joseph Duo· Mondny, Feb. 14, leaving Boston TuesPlenty of snow now for business and The six children of Fred Skinner attend- writes: "We have used Electric Bitters
™
wife W W Dunham and wife,
afternoon. She reaches Jackson- the teams are busy.
day
in this Institution for nine years. It has
ing school had no marks of any kind.
Mr. A J. Abbott, G. W. Berrj ville,
Florida, Thursday afternoon,
Rev. Charles Harbutt of Portland
Dana Berry and family have gone to proved a most excellent medicine for
where she will spend the remainder of
at the Congregational churoh on
spoke
again. Mrs. Berry and Stomach, Liver and Kidney troubles.
offlcew of this grange Me;
the winter, a guest of her cousin, Mra. the subject of Missions, on Sunday, the housekeeping
children have been boarding with her We regard it η one of the best family
Maeier—O. G. Ctaamtler.
Bowie.
Maud
13th inst. He gave a very interesting admother, Mrs. McGorman, since her re- medicines on eartb." It invigorates all
Overseer—' C. "owe.
Mr. Elisha Harrington died at b!e dress, but owing to bad roads only about
vital organs, purifies the blood, aids diLecturer—Sin*,
turn from the hospital in the fall.
9th.
Two
Feb.
here
home
Wednesday,
Stowant-E
twenty persons got out to church.
Miss Helen Sanderson is ill with ton- gestion, creates appetite. To strengthen
Awt. SwwarU-c.
sons accompanied him to Mexico Corner,
has
to
Winnie J. Heald
gone
Dennys- ■ilitis and the grippe.
and build up pale, thin, weak children
Ch%p.—Mrs. A..A.
his former home, where be was buried ville, Washington Co., to visit his sister,
Trvil·* —A. E. MiàrebAll·
Samuel Young has gone ont of the or run down people it has no equal. Best
in his family lot in the Mexico Corner Mrs. Frank W. Snell, M. D.
αχ.,· _Mre. EiiUh Dâjr·
for female complaints. Only 50o. at the
meat basiness.
Cemetery.
Mrs. S. Robinson ot late has been imMrs. Toung baa nearly recovered from pharmacy of F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
proving in health.
an illness.
Denmark.
Miss Sickles has gone to work in a
Do You Want a Year's Subscription?
for
a
Hancock
Co.
while.
I. H. Berry still remains very sick.
family down in
Lake.
Mary g. »tetoon.
Norway
Do you want a year's subscription to
Geo. W. Gray is having a little logging
West Lovell.
Mrs. George E. Horr is visiting her the Democrat, for yourself or some one
Gen Joshua L Chamberlain of Port- done by Reuben Smith.
not now a subscriber? Read the
Mrs. Sarah Lord has been sick with a sister, Mrs. Wm. P. French, at North else,
Freeman Sanborn is doing quite a
land has been appointed by
advertisement of Hobbs' Variety Store,
Pernald to represent the state of Ma ne business in making his patent hen nests. sold, and her daughter Aristeen has Norway.
on
the
fourth page of this paper, and see
C. H. Crockett and wife have moved
t>een home helping her.
to meet the Battle of Gettysburg Com- Mr. Irving Ingalls is at work for him.
how you may have a chance to get one.
Miss Evelyn Lord and sister Nellie back to Norway. They have been stopselectmen have finished their
the battietield, at a time to
The
The
for
a
few
with
Charles
person bringing in the largest numCrosby
be selected later, to confer with them town report and it Is in the hands cf the have gone to Augusta to enter the busi- ping
ber of copies of that advertisement to
weeks.
ness college.
and the representatives of sister states printers.
Mrs. George Frost has quite a bad the store before 3 p. m. next Friday will
nice pig
for the observance of the oOth
Irving Bowley has gone back to Will oold.
Mn,I,er" Fernando Witham had a very
receive a year's subscription, to be sent
Pox's.
die Wednesday night.
sary of the Battle of
Mrs. J. L. Partridge la still quite to some one not now a subscriber. Here's
Mrs. Olden MoAUister has come home
There is plenty of snow now in this
»
anniversary dates are July 1, I
your opportunity.
poorly.
rom Stow.
1913.
section for logging.
u

Orange Mall Dedication.
Wist Pakis, Feb. 18th, 1V10.

Great White Sale !

Puzzledom.

Example: ▲ month and

LAST!

AT

The Land of

Maine News Notes.
I
Ι
has
Col. Wm. T. Euetle of Portland
?
ran
been In town for a few days.
A train at Augusta Wednesday
Mrs. Maude Bates of Boston, who bas I ver and killed William Day, 30 year·
been with her parente, Mr. and Mre. W. I, f age, a laborer on the poet office exS. Bridgbam, returned home Saturday. 11 BDiiOD.
Mr. W. C. Spauldlng of Caribou I· the |
has
Bangor's first cold storage plant
tueat of Mr. Benjamin Spauldlng, hie
I g one Into operation. Its egg room baiι a
brother.
of 38,000 dozen and Its
Mr. Prank Davie wae taken to the C. ι tarage capacity

BackfMd.

WHEELER,
Fancy Qoods,
MAINE.
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that ·Μ
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
futttfl of
JAMES J. Sl.ATTEBT, late of Pari#.
In the Count/ of Oxford, deoeaaed, and given
All peraony hsviu*
bonds as thé law direct·.
demand* aMlnst the estate of aald dccea·*'
are desired ta present the eame for settlement,
and aU Indebted thereto are requested to make

«. «LMTMÏ.

Ibe Wstord

fcvucmt

SOUTH PARIS.
SOUTH PARIS POST omoI.
■.
Ofllce Hour· : 7:30 A. M. to 7 <80 T.

Commencing September 26, 190»,
TRAINS LKAVK SOUTH PARIS
« 30 A. H.
(«oing ilown east) 5 38 a. Μ., dally ;
ilat ν except Sunday; 4:36 p. h., dally ; 6:00 ρ
—

■

Sunday only.

went»-9:30 A. H., itally: S35p.h.
dally ; 10 ±1 a
Sunday; 8:47 r.
Sunday only.

<;oln< up
allv except

m

CHCBCHK8.

Congregational Church, Re». A. T. Mc
1er, Pastor. Prearhlng service, 10:43 a. m.

Klrst

T. P. S. C. Ε. 6.flC
;ay -v-hool 11 43 a.
church
Kvenlug service 7:00 p.
meeting Wednesday evening at 7 JO p. m.
not otherwise connecte·!, are cordially In

«1
.er
*

are

flood Roods for the Town off Porto.

guests at J. P. Richard

Guy Culbert is
West Paris.

baggage

The Candlemas
to make good.

groundhog

Ralph D. Berry
visiting relatives in

OKAMD TRL'MK RAILWAY.

μ

The Linn·

son's.

of Salem,
town.

master

a ι

continuel 1

Curtis Keniston and Ralph Edwardi 1
in Freedom, Ν. H., for a few weeks

are

Mrs. Mary £. Daniels is at Mechanic
Falls caring for Mrs. Flora Mason, whc
is ill.
There will be a dance after the Line
dog show at Norway Opera House Tues-

day evening.

Hates bave been secured on the Grand
Trunk for the meeting of Oxford Pomona
Grange held at West Paris March 1st.

The committee of the food and luncb
Methodist Church, Rev T. N. Kewley, Pastor booth of the Good Cheer fair are asked
Sunday, morning prayermeetlng 10.1)0 a. u. to meet with Mrs. Brett Wednesday of
Sabbath Schoo
t.hlng service 10:48 a.
this week at half past two.
Κ ρ worth League Meeting 6 00 p. M ;
k
clas»·
i>rayer meeting Wednesday evening 7:30;
Percy M. Walker of A. W. Walker A
..■etlng frMay venlng 7 :3o.
Ha ρ tint Church, Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro, Son went last week to Chicago to attend
a
service
10:45
On Sunday, preaching
■'.»■«!
the National Convention of the Cement
>at>bath School li M.; Y. P. S. C. Κ., β:15 ρ
m
Dealers of tho United States.
ν
;>ra>er meeting 7:00 p. M. ; Wednesday even
All are
Seats free.
: «■ 'rayer service 7 JO.
Only about a week fo the village corwelcome.
The Democrat is
Universalis! Church. Preaching service ev- poration meeting.
School at unable to learn as
at 10:45 A. M.
Sunday
ry Sunday
yet
anything about
p.
U.
*.
γ.
c.
3:30
p.
at
î: m. tunfor I'clon
what there will be in the warrant.
*·
P.

Miss Ruth Blood is at home over the
STATED MKKTIMOS.
recess from WestLodge, No. 94. Regular
Κ .t A M —Pari
lng Tuesday .-venlng on or before full moon brook Seminary. She was
1 ι). Ο. K.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meetby her classmate, Miss Belle Willis, of
'h-'m, Thursday evening of each week.—Aurora
imi'tneut, :trst and third Monday evenings Stroud water.
Γ each month.
The March supper of the Good Cheer
L> of R.—Mount Pleusan Rebekab Lodge, No.
eets second and fourth Fridays or each will occur on
of next
•itn In «Md Fellows' Hall.
March 1st. This will be the fair supper,
X- R.—W. Κ. Kimball Post, No. 148, meets
so
will
be an unusually
of each
one.
Lo >k
t and thirl Saturday evenings
for
later.
th. In G. A. R. Hall.
'Λ m. li
Ktmball Circle. Ladles of the G. A.
eel- tiret .nd third Saturday evenings of
At a recent meeting of the South Paris
-noath. In Grand Λ rin { llall'.
W. C. T. U. it was voted to co-operate
of V.—Joshua L. Chamberlain Camp meets
with the Norway union in purchasing
:i 1 and fourth Saturday evenings of each
ρ
an orgau to be used in the
'ith.
H.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1, services at the
•irst and third Saturday; during the
r of the year, meets every Saturlay, in
and Friday evenings of this
it'iic;·.' Hall.
and fourth Mon<tays of week are the dates for the
t. <;—Second
Farm," which has been for some time in
—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181, preparation. The sale of seats opened
and fourth Wednesday evenings

Washington Birthday

accompanied

Tuesday

good

flyers

jail.

odge. No, 31, meets every
Vythlan Hall.

a.

■·■·

Miss

nlng

w

il.trnes of
l>arnes\

ve

1

guest

u

>.
■

>ed

"

Portland is

a

Dayton Bolster Co.
Tuesday, to take stock.

t the V.

well

at Shurtleiï's.

One of those well-known froe'y mornings Saturday. Fine and clear, air quiet,
and thermometer from 12 to 27 below in
different parts of the village. Sunday
morning matched it, and Monday morning it raiued.

Col. William T. Eustis of Portland,
report wdl be out in a few
Except for last ye.tr, when the wed known throughout Maine, and

!ay b"ing Washington's birthday
sjal holiday, will be observe*! as a
ν by the sch ools, and some brief
s appropriate to the occasion are
eld on Monday.
>xford County Association of
>»tter Carriers wid meet at West
uesdav, an<f a programme of p:t-

wfiich should be of much interest
members of the association has
-n

prepared.

vndent

^

M

John A. Scott of rhe

in Oxford County, where for
st of bis life he has been a leading
citizen of Dixtield, has leased one of Dr.
King's farms in the Bolster District,
and will occupy it with his family the

♦•specially
m

coming

summer.

The Seneca Cinb is entertained this
Monday eveuing by Mrs. Gray and Mrs.
The proHathaway at Mrs. Gray's.
gramme includes a piper on "Home Life
in Colonial Days" by Mrs. Wheeler, a
reading by Mrs. Stauley, an oral sketch
of Joseph G. Cannon bv Mrs. Barnes,
and a duet by Mrs. Wilson and Miss

Thayer.

Mrs. Ann M Whitman observed her
ifacturing Co. left Wednesextended trip, in which he ex- S2d birthday last Tuesday with a party
He will at the residence of her daughter, Mrs. G.
k' as far as Alabama.
be gone for a month. During F Stevens, which was attended by chil•e L. L Mason of Portland will dren,
grandchildren aud greatgrand-

V

<

•

children. Refreshments were served to
the four generations present, and a numb ite Court session lui Tuw- ber of
presents were received by Mrs.
and
in
the
forenoon,
adjourned
Whitman. At her 821 birthday, Mrs.
rs and attorneys in attendance,
Whitmau has not an unsound tooth nor
irge number of them, went to a
gray hair, a coudition which is hard to
Il a body to attend the fun. ral
match at that age.
Herrick C Davis, who was formeets every
pister of Probate for twen'y
Lumley Hand, which

r^e of the busioess here.

•

ntinuously.

their board

Engine House Hall

now.

proposition.

IN TUE

!

nothing impossible

A

Lengthy

"high

immensity

■

jeCf'1and

'pbT

^

,untler

\

Often all a man earns goes to doctors
or for
to core a Stomach,
The W. C. T. U. annual sale and «up- Liver or medicines,
Kidney trouble that Dr. King's
per took place at Grange Hall Wednes- New Life Pills would quiokly care at
day afternoon and evening.
slight cost. Best for Dyspepsia, IndiHenry Rollins of Lynn, M*m., was gestion, Biliousness, Constipation, JaunCourt
before the Norway Mnnloipal
25c. at F. A.
dice, Malaria and
Monday to answer the charge of attempt· Shurtleff A Co.'s. Debility.
at
the
inn
bill
a
board
to
keeptag
skip
er's. He was fined five dollars and costs.
ALLEU'· Lune BALSAM
The fine was remitted and he paid the has been used successfully for veara for deepseated coughs, colds and bronchitis. Everybody
coat and was discharged.
should know about It. It Is simple, safe and sore.
"The Country Minister," a very !n- 7-10

terestlng drama, will be presented by the

seniors of the high school Friday evening, Peb. 25, at tbe opera house. W. H.
Whedon is direoting the players.
The stated annual convocation of the
Sovereign College of Allied Masonic and
Christian Degrees for America was held
at Masonic Hall Wednesday evening,
Peb. 16th, at 7:80 o'clock. Tbe degree
of Masons elect or Grand Tilers of Solomon.
The attendance was large. There

BYE

ing and Correct Fitting of Glasses
Eyestrain in all

for the Cure of

its forms.

candidate. Refreshments,
Hon. John A. Roberts will sell at
auction Wednesday, Peb. 23, at 1 o'clock
p. μ , at his home farm, his herd of high
grade Jerseys. This is without doubt

of tbe beet lots of cows in Oxford
County. This is a great opportunity for
one interested in the dairy business.
Capt. M. P. Stiles was at home from
Portland Priday and Saturday of this
week. He divides his time between bis
Norway and Portland offices.
Wallace D. Cole died at his late home
on Winter Street of pneumonia, Thursday. Puneral services were held on
Sunday. Mr. Cole was a little over 70
years of age. He was born in Pryebiirg,
His widow, Sarah White
Nov. 21, 1839.
Cole, is very sick. Mr. Cole's brother,
Charles C. Cole, was at one time judge
of the supreme court in Washington, D.
C.
Rev. A. T. McWhorter will lecture on
"Prom the Pine Tree State to the Land
of the Shamrock," Thursday, March 3d,
The date of the
at tbe M. E. church.
lecture has been changed from the 2d of

Consulting hours:—9

She

an

was

operation Monday
walking on Main

afternoon to

(survive
I

"I never felt so near my grave," writes
Lewis Chamblin, of Manchester, Ohio,
R. R. No. 3, "as when a frightful cough
and lung trouble pulled me down to 116
in spite of many remedies aDd

pounds

A.

m.

to

4 P. M.

SAMUEL RICHARDS,
OPTOMETRIST.

one

ning, following

WORK

I am before you as a thoroughly tried and successful expert of
20 years' experience in Eye-Test

was one

evening.

Warrant.

Microbes in the Scalp

TOOK ALL HIS MONEY.

NORWAY.

in this
We can do it if we want to,
and do not try to be so prudent that we
will
lose in the end. Prudence is a
good thing, but carried to excess it
is foolishness. We have tried to keep
our road expenses down and we have no
more to show for our 1100,000 that we
have spent during the last twenty-five
years, then we had then. We cannot
build roads by raking the dead leaves
and dust up into the road every spring.
What we want is a good solid bed of
crushed stone and a heavy steam roller,
aud build a good solid road that our
children's children will be proud of.
This is a very important matter and March.
Evening meetings will be held by the
should be carefully considered by every
voter before he comes to the town meet- Universalist church during Lent at tbe
of the chnrch. At
ing. It will affect every citizen in the homes of members
tbe pastor will speak
town, and will do more to build up the each meeting
town, and to bring money here than any- briefly.
Mrs. Ellsworth E. Young died at her
thing that can be done.
home at the Elm House Thursday mornGeo. R. Mohton.
There is

Saturday evening at
for practice, is certainly progressing relition to the school signals ha*
well. Two or three visitors
î le, in
the form of a signal for markably
were allowed in last Saturday evening by
-·
This is like the other* one
n.
invitation and found an up-to- :
ast from the whistle of the Mason special
date band of 16 pieces, assisted by two
usually
Art. 26. To see If the town will vote to pur"niacturing Co., and is to blow at 11 members from the
older band. In Mr. the barn to haul this over a good hard chase land on a part of which to build an addi-k, in case the authorities decide
West Parle school building, the reMorgan iron» Norway they htve an ex- stone road as soon as there is eo little tion on the
it one session for the dav is advisable
maining to be used to increase the size of the
leader
and
a perfect gentleman in
snow that he caunot work in the woods school
cellent
grounds.
taring this signal at 11 o'clock every
way and as the boys all say in any longer.
xly concerned will know that it means ! every
Art. 27. To see what action the town will take
their expressive way "He's all right."
To carry this argument still farther,
the
in
the
«rade
day
In regard to consolidating the Stearns Hill,
uly one session for
supposing that the road was eo good Snow's Falls and Hollow schools, and that α
schools of the village. In the
Some over two hundred enj >yed the that an automobile farm cart, or
sch ol house be constructed at a place located by
power
to
the
will
be
left
liool the matter
supper in connection with ladies' night
could be used, taking double the the Superintending School Committee at the
of the Stearns illll and old Orlggs
idgraent of the principal. So far this of Hamlin Lodge, Κ of P., which was wagonand
junction
load,
going two trips where it is roads.
winter there has been no use of the
served at the Congregational vestry Fri- hard to make one now. This is done
should
in
there
case
but
school signals,
Art. 23. To see If the town will vote to In.
day evening. It was an excellent chick- where they have roads that are good, troduce
music In the schools, and have the exbe, remember that they are as follows: en pie supper. The second part of the
aud it can be done in this towu*s well peuse of a teacher taken from the common
One long blast at 8 a. m. means no I
was in
Hall, where an as anywhere else.
school account.
evening
Pythian
school. It conditions should improve
enjoyable programme was given by three
The cost of horses is getting to bo a
Art. 29. To see If the tawn will Instruct the
later, a blast at 12:30 p. m means an entertainers from Auburn, the numbers
serious matter and It is a question Superintending: School Committee to maintain
If the schools are m
afternoon session.
In the Mountain, Bolster, Hollow, Tubbs,
schools
including several sketches, solos by Mr. whether the poorest farmer can afford to
Whltteraore, Blscoe and Partridge districts, so
session, a blast at 11 a it means one Ingersoll, and readings by Harrie L.
a team or buy a power farm wagon, called.
keep
■>essjou for the day.
Webber.
The affair was a very pleasant if we had roads that wou!d allow the
Art. 37. To see what sum of money the town
With horses at $600 00 a will vote to raise to drain the water from Westuse of them.
Rarely have those past masters or one.
st mistresses—in gastronomv, the Kanand the constant risk of losing ern Ave. highway road.
pair,
The lalies of 'he Tniversalist Good
I unl I believe that the horses would ! Art. 88. To see whit action the town will
uis, set out a more appetizing air.iy
Cheer Society are busy
preparing for have hard work to
iu that provided by the third division
prove that they were take In relation to purchasing the church buildfair which will occur at Goed
of the Methodist Episcopal Church at South
tiie club for their regular monthly their
I as profitable as a machine and good ing
Paris village for town purposes, and to provide
and
Hall
on
Thursday, I roads.
Wednesday
As one Cheer
1
per last Tuesday evening.
ways and means for such purchase.
Oak
and
10th.
The
March
i>th
drama,
rhe primary objects of the organisaI This is no fairy tale, or dream of what
A ht. 39. To see if the town will vote to ex·
for which rehearsals are busily
α 's good cheer at the table, a good Farm,
may be a century ahead, it is what is I empt the West Paris Grange building from taxes
on
will
New
Hall
be
in
given
read is always a thing aimed at. On going on,
I actually being done in other places, and I for a term of years.
and Friday evedings, March
occasion the mena included roast Thursday
all the reason we cannot do it here is
10th and 11th. This will be up to the
■ icken, baked
that we have no good roads.
Some Changes in School Laws.
potatoes, boiled onions, standard of the usual Good Cheer
dramas
rolls, sugared doughnuts, cheese
Large lumber operators have found
A circular recently Issued by the state
so you want to attend and see your old
raws, lemon pie, chocolate pie, coffee,
that the most important part of lumbersuperintendent of schools calls attention
friends on the stage again. Tickets 25
is to provide a good road the first to certain
tea, together with pickles and other acing
changes in the laws which
All seats reserved.
>·'
ries dear to the feminine palate, cents.
I thing. If you are familiar with the should be noted
by the towns as of interwas
in
town
v. ry member of the club
Wilbur L. Farrar was attacked with lumbering operations that are being car- est before their annual town meetings
W.
Mrs.
A.
with
two guests,
; 'went,
in dim mat ion of the heart Monday night I ried on in our Maine woods, yon will are held.
The following are a few of the
■».ker and Mrs. J. D. liaynes, making a of last
week, and has since been in seri- I know that a very large amount of money points which are of importance:
ν party of twenty
who sat down at
is
in
spent
laying out roads, cutting
For two or three days
ous
condition.
Length of school year: Beginning
tables. After supper three tables his case was considered critical. Al- down the hills, filling up the hollows,
with the next school year towns are reu re tolled
at bridge, and the whole
land
the
road
to
haul
into
putting
ehape
though of late he has been resting rather
quired by law to maintain schools for at
over it.
evening was a very pleasant one.
least twenty-six weeks. In the cases ol
more easily, he is yet in grave danger. I immense loads
more
lumThe
and
successful
I
larger
Farrar
On Saturday Mrs.
those towns that have maintained
collapsed
: the tirst time In nearly fourteen
do
the
cost
ber
not
hesitate
at
operators
schools for a shorter period than thai
•'ras, we had a tire alarm last Tues- under the strain, and has since been
of
of
for
foot
the
lumber
I
the
road,
every
nurses
Two trained
named, provision should be made for the
iv. but the damage was not extensive. confined to the bed.
I must go over that road, and every cent
•'ween 10 and 11 o'clock in the fore- are in attendance, and Mrs Farrar's fanecessary increase.
with the that they save in hauling makesadifferHigh school funds: On the basis of the
<>n, the rear chimney in the house of ther, S. O. Dorr of Mexico, is
I euce of an immense amount of money. law now in force the State aids any town
ge iiussey, on High Street near family.
More than one logger has failed because in the
M irket Square,
support of a free high school to
burned ont. XV. A.
Mrs. Lucinda Tufts died on Wednes- ! he hesitated to lay out money enough to the limit of $500 annually in place ol
! er. tirst assistant engineer, was notiat the home of her son, Leon M. I fix the roads as they should be, where
$250 as previously named and on the
on»; went there immediately, and day
Tufts. She was the daughter of Capt. another man would spend hundreds of basis of a two-thirds reimbursement in
net Kngineer Bowker, although supMicah Walker, and was 88 years of age I dollars on the roads and come out of the
osed to be laid up with a scalded leg,
place of one-half.
She married woods in the spring with a good profit.
at the time of her death.
< is «..on
In appropriating for the support of a
after at hand. The chimney
of
who
a
number
is
true
in
died
other towns is true here, free
I W hat
•vas very foul and got very hot, so that Joseph Tufts,
high school it should be noted thai
children
what
the private lumber operator the lowest
Three
survive, land
since.
wnod work around it was more or years
appropriation and expendito
of
I
finds
be
South
will
to
be
M.
Swift
Paris,
Mrs. Elnora
profitable
prove
ture permissible must be $450, the mini*
ss burned, and men were working on
of
resident
the
a
to
town
also.
I
profitable
anticipate mum provided for a Class C. high school.
r nearly an hour.
After a few min- Freeland Tufts, formerly
Paris, and Leon M. Tufts, with whom that more objection to this proposition
·<·* an alarm was
given, and one hose she lived. Mrs. Tufts was a member of I will come from the farmers than from Of this appropriation and expenditure
the State reimburses two-thirds, leaving
mg was brought up, but there was no
the South Paris Universalist church. any other class, but I believe that there $150 to be raised by local taxation. The
a8 Λ few lad(lers
CUIOO for jt8 use
was held Friday afternoon, I is οι one in the whole town that will get minimum
funeral
The
provisions in the cases ol
it.
chemical extinguishers were all the
and in the absence of Kev. Mr. Miller, as much benefit as they will, for they Class B. and Class A. high schools are,
M'paratus necessary. The house was
the pastor of the church, was attended have to use the roads all the time and respectively, $500 and $850. The towt
»rt ied a little
and smoked up conM. C. Ward of the Norway Uni- I everything that they sell mast go over should in any case vote to appropriate
"xlerable. There was no excitement, by Rev.
I the roads, while the majority of the and expend the full amount intended foi
ami some, r,Kht arouod the sq„are didn't versalist church.
people that live in the villages do not the support of free high schools, indicatknow where the fire was until It was all
A Frances E. Willard Memorial service, use the roads but little.
the
in
over.
If the fire had started
ing also the portion to be raised by local
under the auspices of the Woman's
tax.
HOW CAJi THIS BE ACCOMPLISHED.
night, the story might have been longer. Christian Temperance Union, was held
I
Contracts with academies: It should
"Would you look at our earth from at the Methodist church Sunday evening I The article in the warrant call· for be noted that contracts between school
The fol- I money enough to purchase the stone
nearest fixed star? Stand on tbe with a very large attendance.
committees and trustees of academiec
I crusher and the steam roller, and it is
•>ast of Maine, and let that represent lowing programme was given:
student!
for the tuition of
I proposed to pay for same on easy terms, should be authorized secondary
he nxed star fr0ni which you are to Hymn, "How Firm a Foundation."
the towns from
by
will
of $1000 per year and interest. This
make the view. Out fifteen hundred Scripture Reading.
to year, and that suoh a contraol
Prayer.
call for so large an expenditure each year
miles m the ocean a base ball will repre- Solo,
Mrs. Soyee I not
can apply only to an academy located
left
we
will
not
have
anything
sent our sun, and revolving around that, Kitr.ark* by presiding offlcer.
year that
within the town. A similar contract so
Mies Walker. to work with, and it is
a seed of timothy grass our earth." Address, Frances E. WllUrd,
hoped that the authorized may also be made with th<
Children.
Song,
Slogtng,
Marching
of
that
we
amount
usually spend school board of "an adjoining town.1'
rhis is one of the illustrations used by Address, The Object of the Commemorative
money
on the highways, can be spent more
Miss Parsons
rofessor P. D. Tabbs of Bates College,
Meeting,
Conveyance: Conveyance of com mot
Morton.
Mrs.
so
make a much
Poem.
that
we
can
Ivy
Ό his lecture given in New Hall Friday
judiciously
school pupils is in the control of th<
What the France* E. Willard Memorial Fund
more
exno
and
with
better
the
of
idea
showing,
evening, to give some little
Mrs. West.
lut* Accomplished,
school committee, and does not call foi
of the universe. Professor Collection.
pense than usual, so that the tax rate town action. Conveyance of secondary
We have ao
lubbs subject was "Among the Stars," Address, Tribute to Frances K. Willard, Haskell. will not be Increased.
school pupils can be paid only when f
Mrs.
abundant snpply of the best of material
and while it had little to do with tech- Soto
is made for thi
Miss Wheeler
I right at hand, for the rocks have been special appropriation
nics astronomy, it was packed fall of BevilnKS, Quotations from Mise Willard,
purpose.
Mrs.
10C
Clifford. I thrown out of the road for the last
similar illustrations, only some of them
Doxology.
ol
were of such greater magnitude as to be
years, and the rock within the limits
Benediction.
Many of our citizens are nrging tb<
I the road, will go a long way toward
utterly beyond grasp. Indeed, it would
election of one or more road commis
not be inappropriate if he made the title
Thursday was a great night with the I building our roads. I have no doubt but sionere for the town of Paris, aod ai
Odd Fellows in South Paris, when Mt it could be made mutually profitable foi
or the lecture "Incomprehensible Im
article has been placed in the warrant
ru nsityThe general impression which Mica Lodge entertained Abou Ben Ad- the farmers and the town also, to maki
for town meeting to pnt the question be
Auof
farmers
the
some
I
arrangement whereby
is that which hem and Androscoggin Lodge·
'Ithegives the ordinaryashearer
the voters. The friends of Willian
fore
tc
Mechanic
field
of
their
haul
the
stones
from
could
Monami
Lodge
voiced by Carlyle, burn, and
speaker quoted
B. Russell have nrged him to be a candi
al
here
It
neai
was
when
arrived
furnish
the
train
I
The
crasher,
Falls.
η response to some figurée giving astro
special
date for the place, and he has finall]
η unical magnitudes, "Mon, that Is ter
7 o'clock in the evening, bringing 17( II them, thus helping the town get tb<
consented to allow his name to be used
them
statioi
rid
of
the
and
farmers
at
the
met
were
atone,
get
I
foi
visitors.
in
They
nble.--terr.ble!·' Comets came
Whether or not the west and north sec
a saving in cost for both parties
and
at
a
drum
I
the
corpi
to
escorted
ball,
and
mention, and any apprehension;
tions of the town will present · oandi
>m the earth meeting the tail of Halheading the procession. With the larg* Ί
SET THE PBIS0XEB8 TO WOBK.
date remains to be seen, but the genera
th<
iev s comet were shown to be absolutely number of visitors and members of
One thing that can be done for tht Impression seems to be that one roat
U 11
Professor Tubbe Is full ol home lodge, the hall was filled
11 benefit of all, is to establish the crushei commissioner can not handle the worl
a very elective speaker
capacity. The work for the evening wai I near the Court House, for a part of th< for the entire town.
Com.
Adhem Lodge
»0(1 the audience were fully entertained done by Abou Ben
time at least, and dig into the ledge bacl
in
Ne«
served
was
and interested for an hour. The lectur* Afterward supper
there wai t of the court buildings, and set the prison
Bargains in Fnr coats. One secom
"
tb® auspices of th< Hall. Followiug the supper
The statt hand ooat oheap. Fnr quotations ar<
ο 11 ers to work crushing stone.
Athletic Association, witl a social session, the notable speeches
1
made a law that oompeli much higher for next year. Don't pu
^
mu·;
made by Mayor Irvinj ; has recently
work 1 off
*· ^'8βββ f>ean preceding if the evening being
Aaburn I this county to set the prisoner· to
anH
having the new coat nntil next year
"d
Principal Hammond of the higl L. Merrill and Alton O'Brien of when
be done this coming year We can sell yon better qnality and a
it
must
thi il and
;
It was a little past midnight
most
excellen
be
a
it
woold
I
think
and
lower prices now than next year. F. Β
[ special train pulled out carrying th< 11
I plan to put them at thia work, and pa: Nojea Co.
visitors toward home.

Jr
groundless.

;

the post
Street Monday
Less than two weeks now to town nffico when she was taken sick. She
meeting, and we are reminded of that immediately returned to her home.
fact by the poeting of the warrant, which Sho was born in Norway, May 6, 1804,
has already been done. It is the longest the
daughter of Henry P. and Mary P.
yet, containing thirty-nine articles, and i Noyes. She married Ellsworth Young
short
if each one is considered even at
at Koxboro, Mass., in 1800, and came to
length, it will be even later in the day Norway to reside some four years ago.
than usual before adjournment is reach- ,
They purchased the John L. Home
ed. Some of the articles, needless to
about a year ago bought and
I place and
considerable
will
receive
say,
certainly
.repaired the Elm House. Two sisters
attention.
Mrs. Young, Mrs. Geo. A. Fogg
The larger number of articles refer to of Norway and Mrs. Hiram Y. Bacon of
matters of regular routine business, Woodstock, one brother, H. F. Noyes, of
which come up up every year for con- '
Bryant's Pond, and two uncles, W. S.
sideration. In addition a revised list of Cord well of Norway, andC. P. Noyee,
jurors will be presented for action. Greenwood. Funeral Sunday afternoon.
Three new roads laid out by the selectMr. and Mrs. R. L. Bickford and fainimen will be submitted for acceptance.
will move to Norway from Orono in a
ly
One of these covers Wheeler Street and short time.
Penley Street in South Paris village, the
Chas. L. Oxnard of Bowdoin College
other two are in "Oxford Park" or its has been with his grandparents, Mr. and
vicinity. No land damage for any of 1 Mrs. Horace Oxnard.
them.
! Arthur Easton of Bridgton is clerking
Two articles call for consideration of a for tbe
Smiley store during the absence
an
amount
one
reimbursement of taxes,
of Lauretta Nevers and Fannie Boynton,
WIVAT \YV PA V JliVl? IB* WP WITT Λ7/ΛΤ V
of $53 85 paid by W. S. Jackson in 1596 who are sick.
"which he could not enforce against the
Prof. C. H. Wilson of Boston gave the
κοκ ιτ.
lands bid off by him on said taxes," the third lecture in the Star Course Tuesday
Now supposing it was possible for the other au amount of
$14 33 paid by Β. T.
evening. The entertainment was very
farmer to begin hauling over the roads Russell "for taxes
paid on Hathaway pleasing and the professor did some very
as soon as the «now was off the ground
land that was owned by Almon J. good
indeed.
sleight-of-hand tricks,
aud ruakn use of the month or six weeks
Penley."
was not large but the
attendance
The
that he cannot now use to advantage.
Other articles out of the regular house was well filled.
I his would mean an enormous saving to
routine are as follows:
Misses Elizabeth and Agnes Beal, for
I
the farmers alone, to say nothing of all
Λ bt. It. To see If the town will vote to raise some time at tbe Best's House, have leasthe rest of the people that use the roads.
ο to complete the underdraln near ed the tenement recently vacated by Mr.
the sura of
The greatest item of expense in getting Frank Bennett's.
and Mrs. George H. Cullinan, in the C.
the farmers' wood, logs, pulp-wood, etc.,
B. Cumminge homestead place on Main
lu.
ιυ EHTC wuai» OULU ui iiiuucj mo nvnu
λλι
to the market or the railroad, is the cost
will voto to raise to underdraln the road near Street, and will keep bouse.
of transportation. As it is now, there Charles R.
I'enley's.
Prof. A. J. Roberts of Colby College
is very little hauling lumber or logs on
Art. 18. To see what sum of money the town will lecture before the Norway Federawheels, compared with what is done in will
of constructing a pub
raise for the
tioo of Women's Clubs at the mid-winterl
the winter, and no one ever thinks of He sewer In Southpurpose
Paris village, and determine
met* tin g Thursday, March 3d.
Supper
attempting to do any hanling daring the amount that shall be assessed for that purwill be served to members and the hue"umd-tirae.
Supposing it was possible pose each year till the sewer le completed.
bands of members at date.
to begin to haul the wood, pulp, etc., on
Art. 19. To see If the town will vote to buy a
At a meeting of the New England
wheels as soon as the snow went ofif, and etoDe crusher and steam roller and raise money
Association held in Boston'on
to haul over a good stone road, and to to pay for same, not exceeding $6000, and aesess Military
and
until
the sum of $1000 each year
paid for, for the 12th inet., Capt. Moses P. Stiles ofl
use these four or six weeks that are now authorize the treasurer to hire the
money
this place was elected one of the directthe least profitable of any. It would that purpose
This is quite an honor, and is in
ors.
mean an enormous saving to our farmers
build
vote
to
If
town
will
the
To
Akt. 25.
see
Stiles'
of Capt.
if they could Bpend the whole time cut- an addition on the West Parts school building, epecial recognition
services in connection with rifle practice.
ting heir wood and yarding it up to the Install a furnace, and appropriate money for the
road at the nearest point, and then use same.
SAVED FROM AWFUL PERIL.
the team that
has to stand in

t.'wn

was printed, th·*
u of the t>wn
ill exceed in bulk any previous

gravel

PAST.

There wilt be a supper and entertainand Mrs. .John Yates of Colebrook,
ment at the Baptist church, Tuesday at
\
formerly ..f South Paris, have 6:45 p.
m.
George A. Briggs, A. E.
»>.·
quests at Ε Η. derrick's for a few
Morse and Miss Campbell will help entertain
One price for both supper and
Fremont P. Penley of Limington, entertainment, 20 cents.
relabeen
has
of
Paris,
visiting
norly
About thirty members of the Norway
and friends here during the past
Epworth League accepted the invitation
of the Epworth League of the M. E.
ι·
Ladles' Flinch Club met Thurs- church lo a valentine social last Monday
iiternoon with Mrs. W. P. Maxim. evening.
Various games were played
He snow storm did nut prevent any· and refreshments of punch and crackers
were served.
iy from getting our.
·■

DONE

I have no fault to find with the present order of things, and do not find any
fauit with the expenditure of the town
money when we consider what tools we
have to do with, and the conditions under which the work is done. Paris is a
large town and there are a great many
miles of road to be fixed every spring,
and it is not possible with the amount
of money that we raise to fix our roads
permanently as they should be with the
tools we have to work with.
As soon as the frost is out of the
ground we take six horses and four or
five men and start out on the epring job
of fixing the roads.
We take the road
machine and plough the gutters into the
middle of the road, and make a heap of
soft dirt in the center of tbe road that is
almost impassable for
heavy loaded
teams for some little time after the road
bas been fixed. After a few days this
road is passable for decent loads, but
not until several weeks has passed are
tbe roads as good as they were before
the road was touched. A few weeks
more of good roads and then the snow
comes and covers them up again.
Tbe
next March the snow goes off and there
are four to six weeks that it is almost
impossible to haul anything like a decent one horse load with a two horse
team.
All hauling is practically at a
standstill, and no farmer attempts to
haul anything that is not a positive
necessity during that time. Meanwhile
his horses are standing in the barn eating up the profits of his winter's work.

play "Valley

Saturday morning

There is an article in the warrant tc
the purchase of a stone
crasher and a steam roller, so that oui
road building in the fatare may be done
with the most improved machinery, and
in a scientific way.
Any one who has lived in this town foi
the last twenty-five years or more, and
who has ridden over oar roads, will
agree with me that the roads are but a
little better than they were twenty-five
years ago. A few steep hills have beer
cat down, and a few wet places bave
been filled in with stone in a permanent
manner, but the greater part of tbe
many miles of road in our town are but
very little better than they were then.
Meanwhile, our valuation has largely increased. The business done in oar town
is several times as much, we bave automobiles and electric lights, our farmers
are connected by telephones, the rural
delivery brings the mail daily to the
most remote farms, science and progress
is manifest in all branches of business,
but our rouis, the great highways for
business and pleasure, are almost the
same as a quarter of a century ago.
The most important thing in any town
is good roads. The whole country is
waking up to this fact, and all over the
country there is progress in this direction and more intelligence and more
money is being used to make the roads
permanent and not to do over and over
again every year what we did lost year,
but to do once for all in a permanent
manner, so that when a piece of road is
fixed it is settled for many years, if not
forever.
HAS BEEN

can earn

\

port act.

THE WAY IT

Sunday

Thursday

ll-.'Un l

week,

that they

«ο

and be no expense to the ooantj, and thi
town can get the rest of the benefit fron
their labor. This will comply with th<
law, and be a benefit to ail, except t< ,
the prisoner that purposely gets arrest
ed so as to get into a warm place for thi ι
winter.
This will do while the work Is belnf ;
done at this end of the town, but i ;
would not be my idea to work all th< i
time in one' place, but rather to go ovei
the town and fix the worst places first
There are some bad places in West Paris
North Paris and beyond Paris Hill thai |
ought to be fixed, and It seems to me thi
proper way would be to fix all the bad
places as fast as possible, and what w<
do, do It well, so It would be done for all
time, as far as any now living are con
cerned.
There is a mountain of stone at Mt,
Mica all blasted out ready to put into
the crusher, set the crusher there for one
winter, crush the stone in the winter,
and haul it by the ton, on the snow, and
have it left where we will want to work ί
the next summer. Any one who hai
watched the teams hauling dirt in a hot
July day, will understand that hauling
by the ton, on a good road in the wintei
and hauling by the day, in the beat oi
J uly, is a different proposition altogether.
I believe that it can be hauled for about
one-half of what it costs to haul the

Maes., i; , provide for

>:i
r

at 7

enough

Of all the questions that have evei
come in the town meeting·, the questioi
of good road*, that is to come np at th<
next March meeting, ia the most im

Sour Stomach.

Mi-o-na Puts the Stomach in
Fine Shape in Five Minutes.
If your stomach is continually kicking
up a disturbance; you feel bloated and
distressed; if you belch gas and sour
food into the mouth, then you need

Mi-o-na Stomach Tablets.
Mi-o-na Stomach Tablete give instant
relief, of course, but they do more; they
drive out the poisonous gases that cause
fermentation of food and thoroughly
clean, renovate and strengthen the
stomach so that it can readily digest
food without artificial aid.
Mi-o-na stomach tablete are guaranteed
to cure indigestion, acute or chronic, or
money back. This means that nervousness, dizziness and biliousness will disappear. Druggists everywhere and 7.
A. Shurtleff & Co. sell Mi-o-na for 50c.
"I was under the care of four different
doctors during nine months and was
cured of dyspepeia by Mi-o-na."—Mr.
Joseph Grondine, 1Θ7 Fountain Street,
Fall River, Mass.
Booth's Pills for constipation—25c.

Latest Explanation ii
that Microbes Cause
Baldness.
Profeaeor Unna of Hamburg, Germany
and Dr. Sabouraod, of Paris, France
•hare the honor of having discovered thi
The

hair microbe.
Baldness is not caused through a fev
weeks1 work of these hair microbes, bu
is the result of conditions brought about
by their presence. Baldness may noi
occur until years after the microbei
began work, but it is certain to com<
sooner or later.
The microbes cut off the blood supply
They feed on the fatty matter about th<
roots of the hair, through wbich th<
Finally the fattj
blood is absorbed.
matter is consumed, the food supply ol
the hair is gone and it starves and ilnallj

likes to plan her summer sewing as early
to do this she MUST have pretty laces
order
In
possible.
and hamburgs. The patterns for 1910 are more beautiful
and varied than ever before.

Every

Plain Black

I

Resorcin is one of the most effectivi

destroyers ever discovered. Bett I
Naphthol is a most powerful, yet ab
solutely safe germicide and antiseptic
germ

wbich prevents development of gem
matter, and creates a clean, healthy con
dltion.
Pilocarpine, although not a coloring
matter or dye, is an ingredient wel
established for its power to restore natural color to human hair when loss ol
color has been caused by a disease.
Borax, because of its well-defined softening and cleansing properties, is mosl
useful in the treatment of scalp and bail
diseases. Glycerine acts as a stimulant
to the hair bulbs, and has a soothing,
healing and nourishing influence. Alcohol le indispensable in medicine because
of its antiseptic, stimulating and preservative qualities.
We want every one who has scalp 01
hair trouble to try Rexall "93" Hail
Tonic, which contains all these ingredients. If it does not giro yon complete
satisfaction in every particular, we will
return every penny you paid us for it,
for the mere asking and without question

Wherefore
praye, that he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 17th day of Februanr, A. D. 1910.
OMEB DUPUI8, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District of Maine, es.
On this 19th day of Feb., A. D. 1910, on
reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 11th day of Mar., A. 1).
1910, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In The Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
and that all known creditors, and other persons
In interest, may appear at the said time an·'
place, and show cause, If any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be
debts

granted.

And It Is further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 19th day of Feb.,
A. D. 1910.

[L. s.]

JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAME8 E. HEWEY. Clerk.

A true copy of

Bankrupt's

Petition for Discharge.

)
ARSENE DUCHARME,
[in Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
In the matter of

of Maine

:

the
DUCHARME, of Rumford,
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
that
In said District, respectfully represents,
1609, he was
on the 16th day of February,
of
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts
Congross relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
and
his
all
rights of
property
duly surrendered
property, and has fully compiled with all the
and of the orders of
Acts
said
of
requirements
Court touching hie bankruptcy.
In

ARSENE

That he may be deWherefore he prays,
creed by the Court to nave a full discharge from
all debts provable against his estate undor said
exbankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are
cepted by law from such discharge.
A.
D.
1910.
of
15th
Feb.,
this
Dated
day
his
ARSENE X DUCHARME, Bankrupt,

TO

PACIFIC COAST POINTS,
IN

Feb. 28 to
To

When Editor J. P. Sossman, of Cornelius, N. C., bruised his leg badly, it
started an ugly sore. Many salves and
Then
worthless.
ointments proved
Bucklen's Arnica Salve healed it thoroughly. Nothing is bo prompt and eure
for Ulcere, Boils, Burns, Bruise*, Cuts,
Corns, Sores, Pimples, Eczema, or Piles.
25c. at the store of F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

To Mother· In This Town.
Children who are delicate, feverish and crops
will get Immediate relief from Mother
Sweet Powders for Children. They cleanse the
stomach, act on the liver, making a sickly child
strong and healthy. A certain cure for worms.
25c.
Sample Free. AdSold by all
7-10
dress, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Boy, M. T.

Gray's

drujyrfite,

.re

will pay you

present

This ts an Easy Test.
Shake Allen's Foot·Rase In one shoe and
not In the other, and notice the difference. Juet
the thing to use when rubbers or overshoes become necessary, and your shoes seem to pinch.
Sold Everywhere, 35c. Don't accept any lubsti710
tuU.

F.

A.

to the wife of Everett S.
the wife of Gerald

wife of Eugene H.
tbe

wife

of Leslie

the wife of Arthur

Married.
In LovoU. Jan. 3Λ, by Rev. F. Π. Reeve*, Mr.
John Elliott and Miss Gustle Thompson, both of

Lovell.
In Paris, Feb. 14, by Rev. Seth Renson, Mr.
George Cheeseman and Miss Grace M. Dunham,
both of Paris.
In Imperial, Calif., Fob. 1, Mr. John Wesley
Henderson and Mrs. Little Tbayer, formerly of
Rethel.
In Mexico, Feb. 11, by Bev. J. G. Fisher, Mr.
Arthur H. Broomhall and Miss Ethel M. Mor-

In Sooth Paris, Feb. IS, Mrs. Luclnda, widow
of Joseph Tufts, aged 88 years.
In Norway, Feb. 10, Wallace D. Cole, aged 70
years.
In Norway, Feb. 17, Mrs. Ellsworth Yonng,
aged 45 years, 0 months, 11 days.
In Andover, Feb. 14, Ingalls Bragg, aged 67
years.
In West Parts, Feb. 14, Samuel Bay, aged 64
years.
In East Betbel, Feb. 9, Ellsha Harrington.
In Hiram, Feb. 11, infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
EU C- Wadswortb, aged 1 day.
In Bethel, Feb. 17, Mrs. Betsey, widow of
Fernando Bennett.

For Sale.
of traverse runner
sleds, also R. I. Red and Barred
Cash paid for live
Rock pullets.
8

CO.

set

GEORGE M. ELDER,
South Paris, Me.

ω·^·
7-9

CO.,

NOYES

NORWAY.

few fur robes in all kinds that I shall sell
Call
at a 10 per cent discount while they last.
a
little
for
am
I
robe
selling
and see what a good
a

money.
IV I

vj3nH0S INII

Norway,

Main St.,

81

âVOT,

Γ

HARNS88 STORI.

Maine.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co,

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

named.

IlPROP. OF THl TUCKBR

This is the season when a

Hot Water Bottle
is almost

indispensable.

line of the kind that

casionally

even one

are

We have

fine

a

Oc-

guaranteed.

of the best has

an

im-

perfection. If you should get one of that
kind from us bring it back and we will give
you

a new one

in the place of it.

We have them in white, slate, red and

brown, also flannel covered.
75 cts. to $2.25 each at the Pharmacy of

F.

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Electric
Bitters

CO.,

&

SHURTLEFF

A.

YOU WILL FIND A GOOD LINE OF

ROBES

HARNESS,

Succeed when everything else fails.
In nervous prostration and female
weaknesses they are the supreme
remedy, as thousands have testified.

AND BLANKETS,

FOR KIDNEY, LIVER AND

TRUNKS and BAGS

STOMACH TROUBLE

sold

AT

counter.

SEASONABLE

W. 0.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that sh<
bas been duly appointed administratrix of th<
estate of
JOSEPil F. TWITCHELL, late of Hiram,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and giver
bonds as the law directs. All persons havlnt
demands against the estate of said decease'
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
payment Immediately.
MRS. ANNETTE W. BRACKETT.
Jan 18th, 1910.

SOUTH

PRICES

AT

Frothingham's,

PARIS,

MAINE.

iSK*. FURY SALE)
The American
J. F. RLUMMER'S.
Vacuum Cleaner
controUnp

Porter, Me., Feb. 7,1910.

OF COURSE IT IS AT

These

one

Price

February Bargains

are

possible only

Failure to take advantage of this sale
many dollars to you.

of the Best Machines
We have
on the Market.
them in stock.
is

Died.

poultry.

&

I hereby forbid all persons trusting my wife,
Rose E. Champion, on my account as I shall not
pay any debts of her

rison.
In Mexico, Feb. 12, by J. L. Howard, Esq.,
Mr. William A. Singer and Miss Josephine
A. Singer.
In East Brownfleld, Feb. 18, Mr. Sumner
Durgln and Miss Florence Wentworth.

Shoats, and

SHURTLEFF
Notice.

Born.
In Hanover, Feb. 10.
Mitchell, a daughter.
In West PaiiR, Feb. 11, to
A. Swift, a daughter.
In Mexloo, Feb. 11, to the
Dorr, a son.
in Mexico, Feb. U, to
Varney, a son.
In Ruckfleld, Feb. 15, to
Jacobs, a son.

Q Complete outfit, including hard rubber in·
haler, $ 1.00, on money-back plan. Extra
bottles, 50c. Druggist* everywhere, aod by

investigate.

H.

I have

Joseph Douglas·, late of Porter, deceased;
petition that George E. Davis or some other
suitable person be appointed as administrator
of the estate of ssld deceased presented by Alta
E. Locklln, daughter.
Thaddeus F. 8ei)loni, late of Milton Plantation, deceased; petition for an allowance out
of personal estate presented by Ilattle Sessions, widow.
Wirt 8. IVTcKenney of Paris, α minor; petition for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by Frank P. McKenney, guardian.
George C. Morrill, late of Sumner, deceased:
petltUn for llccnse to sell and convey real
estate presented by Katie B. Morrill, admlnlstratrlx.

druggist's

It
for

10 Per Cent Discount on Fur Robes
to close them out.

Sidney R. Far nu m, late of Paris, deceased;
will and pet'tlon for probate thereof presented
by Frank S. Farnum, the executor therein

over a

Better

SOUTH PARIS.

Cynthia β. Berry, late of Buckfleld, deceased:
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by Charles F. Berry, the executor therein
named.

SORE THttOAT. BRONCHITIS. ETC.

higher, quality poorer next winter.
buy now tven if you do not need

to

use.

F.

published

ever

fBoys'

and

Youths'

Men's,

on

Prices will be

ΡΙΙΟΒΛΤΚ S(lTirF>.
Γο all persons Interested !n either of the Estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Feb., In the year of our T.ord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and ten.
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris on
the third Tuesday of March. A. D. 1910, at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.

medicine

MAINE.

Overcoats,
Ulsters,
Reefers,
Work Coats, Odd Trousers,
Russian Vests,
Underwear,
FurCoats, Fur Caps for Men & Women.

Seattle. Victoria, Vancouver, Portland,
Nelson, Robson. Spokane. Tacoma, San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Etc.,

it is the best

crossbar muslins.

Suits,

to
sengers hnldlnir first or second class tickets
Chicago and West thereof ns far as the Pacific
Coast. Nominal charge!* made for berths, wlilcli
may be reserved In advance.
For fares, time tables, maps and reliable Information, write
Q. A.DORAN.Agt.G.T. Ry., South Paris, Me.

CATARRH, COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP.

ligures,

fine

Regular Prices

From

TOURIST 8LEEPINQ CARS
leave Montreal Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 10:30 P. Μ for the accommodation of pas-

doting—breathe the pleasant,
Q
healing, gum-killing air of Hyomei, and cure

U'UWIVM·

Large Reductions

Proportionately low r^tes are also offered
to Colorado, Texas, Mexico, Montana and
many other Western Points.

No stomach

·Μ

Season with

S53.45.

Catarrh

A

I.

are"|Closing up the Winter

We

mark
And that I am alive Witnesses: Walter L. Gkav.
Blanche A. Barrows.
due solely to Dr. King's New
Discovery, which completely cured me.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
Now I weigh 160 pounds and can work District of Maine, es.
On this 19th day of Feb., A. D. 1910, on read,
hard. It also cured my four children of
the foregoing petition, it Is—
croup." Infallible for Coughs and lngOrdered by the Court, That a hearing be had
A. D.
Colds, it's the most certain remedy for upon the same on the 11th day of InMar.,
said DisLa Grippe, Asthma, desperate lung 1910, before said Court at Portland,
that
and
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon;
Miller Buck of Ruckfleld, ward ; flnal account
trouble and all bronchial affections. 50c. trict,
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Dempresented for allowance by Alfred Cole,
and
Guaranfree.
said
bottle
In
District,
trial
A
and 11.00.
ocrat, a newspaper printed
guardian.
In
and other persons
known
creditors,
all
that
A
Co.
Shurtleff
F.
A.
teed by
Interest, may appear at the said time and place, Oeorge C. Morrill, late of Sumner, deceased:
and show cause, if an ν they have, why the praypetition for an allowance out of personal
estate presented by Katie B. Morrill, widow.
are er of said petitioner snoulu not be granted.
Bath Independent—Those who
And it is further ordered by the Court, That
ADDISON E. HERR1CK, Judge of said Court
conditions
posted on the summer resort
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred- A true copy—Attest :
of said petition and this order, adALBERT D. PARK, Register.
along the New Meadows are predicting itors copiesthem
at their places of residence as
that there will be at least half a dozen dressed to
stated.
built
this
NOTICE.
summer
new
spring
cottages
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
! to add to the taxable real estate in West of the said Court, and tho seal thereof, at Port- The subscriber hereby gives notice that he ha«
of Feb., been duly
of the
executor
appointed
Bath. This summer resort property is land, In said District, on the 19th day
last will and testament of
1
it comos A. D. 1910.
town
when
this
to
an
aid
quite
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
ORDESSA M. ROW KER, late of Paris,
fL. e.J
to raising taxes and the occupants of
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All per
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
sons having demands against the estate of said
the summer homes are good patron» of
deceased are desired to present tho same for set
our farmers.
tlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
to make payment Immediately.
JAMES E. BOWKER.
Feb. 15th, 1910.
WON'T NEED A CRUTCH.
is

UWVVIi

BLUE STORES.

1910

14,

Τ

VUV/U

Λ large number of matched sets in 3
and 4 widths io lawns, batistes, and

NORWAY,

EFFKCT

April

in

50c, 60c, 75c, 87c, 08c.

ME.,

PARIS,

VI

3c to 12|o.

sertion and beadiDg to match, 5c to 50c.

50c.

in

20

Lawn,

"

Embroideries

All-over

formality.

SOUTH

the beet doctors.

to-day

"

"

GRAND TRUNK system

bankruptcy.
he

width·,

Fine White Tucked Batiste, 21 in., 75c.

(

his

Λ.

1 Ulimviv/U

bar Muslins, 25 and 30 in. wide,
Net, 33 in., $1.00.
42c, 50c, 69c, 87c, 08c.
"
"
21 in., «1.00.
White
Hamburg for Corset Covers, 18 in. wide,
Large line of Black, Ecru and White all
25c, 39c, 42jc, 50c.
over lace, 42c to $2.75.
Hamburgs from 1 inch to 12 with in-

Discharge.

OMEB

44 in. wide, 11.00.

Black Tucked and Embroidered Net,
Real Linen Laces, 15c and 18c.
23 in., 11.62.
Hamburg Fiouncings of Lawn and CrossPlain Net in White and Ecru, 36 in., 50c.

Of course you understand that when
we say Rexall "93" Hair Tonic will grow
hair we do not refer to cases where the
roots are entirely dead, the pores of the
scalp closed, and the bead has the shiny
In cases
appearance of a billiard ball.
like this there is no hopo. In all other
Petition for
cases of baldness Hexall "OS" Hair Tonic
will grow hair, or cost the user nothing.
In the matter of
)
RememIn Bankruptcy. Two sizes, 50 cents and 91 00.
OMEB DUPIUS,
Bankrupt. )
ber you can obtain Rexall Remedies in
To tho Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dis- South Paris
only at our store,—The Rextrict Court of the United States for the District
all Store. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
of Maine:
of
DUPIUS
Bumford, In the
County of Oxford, and 8tate of Maine,
In said District, respectfully représenté, that on
the 22nd day of January, last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of Congress
relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surLOW FARES FROM
rendered all his property and rights of property
and hns fully compiled with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching

Bankrupt's

Nets,

Ecrn Tucked

dies.

or

woman

as

from one suit αρ.

^

Many
worth 17.00 to *1300.
lines to select from, containing
a
many, the prices named means a cut below

Whether one or
in tome cases below cost.
T

*

$25.00.

the loss oi

^

Boys' Suits $1.60 to $3.76.
boy·.

at our store.

$5 to $14.60.

Men's Suits
possible profit, and

means

Best go first.

T

ί2·ο°t0,for
bargains

Wort.h

rare

κ ™·

The sooner you come the better the choice.

TÎ®'V3

all condition of

Men's Overcoats $7.60, $8.50, $11.
per-cent

to do it.

or over

under value. We want to sell these goods and make very low price·

*15 00· *18 00· *:25 00·
We also rent them—$1.00 per day ; 10 cts. pei Fur Coats $12,
$23. Worth
$19, ^
$16,
^
^
^
$30 00. Now Is your chance
hour. No charge less than 50 cts. Call anc to buy» good Fur Coat cheap. We need the room for our spring stock and are
going to give you the benefit of thia great reduction.
see them.
A job lot of Misses' and Children's Rubbers at Half-price.
Buy a Machine and do your own and youi The size· are broken on these rubbers and we make this low price to close them out.
k

,

neighbors' cleaning.

N.

Dayton Bolster Co.

CASTORIA For lofants ind Chfldren.
HmKMYm Bin Alms BngM

«

f

"*

J. F. Plummer,
CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER,

1

31 Market

Sq.,

South

CASTORIA Fer Infants and Chadren. frwjwth·
Πι KM Ym Hail Always Bought

Paris, Maine.

/**

Toys Made of

The First Prize.

Odds and Ends.

in life's contest is robust health. For sùtty years, the
true "L. F."At> rood's Bitters have safeguarded the
You can always
health of thousmds of families.
ill proveconvincingenough. A
a teaspoonful to a dose.

large bottle fo» 35c. and cn!v

Free!

Free!

-

Free!

-

The Wars of
Our Country.

Correspondence on topic· of Interest to the ladle*
Address: EditorHoiuuuJttae·
Me.
Column, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Pari·.

leïouSted.

Treatment of Sore Muaclea.
soreMany pbyeloian· think that the
which
Have you ever noticed how much nose and aching in the musclee,
muscular rheumatism,
more fuu there is In a plaything you are usually called
not rheumatism at all but
make for yourself than In many of the are really
For this reason they prefer
high priced, handsome ones that are neuralgia.
to call the affliction by its own name,
bought for you? The longing to make
which means nothing more

depend on them to promptly relieve constipation,
indigestion ai d bilious attacks. Try them ; that is
all we ask. Re

HOMEMAEEES' COLUMN.

things Is burn In every one of us.
Then, too, the mil mechanic or artist
can Just take the commonest, no account articles and make something
out of
very entertaining and Ingenious
them.
Ilave you ever tried modeling in
There Is any amount of fun in

clay?

myalgia,

XXXVIII.-Civil War.
Battle of

probably

bepain.
longs, nevertheless, to the indefinite
for
group of diseases called rheumatic,
it occurs frequently in persons who have
troubles, or in
other rheumatic or
It

than muscular

15E, outwitting the Union
leaders, had successfully
Invaded the United

gouty

whose family these affections prevail;
and it is excited by the same thingsfor example;·
exposure to cold and damp,
overfatigue, indiscretions in eating or
drinking—that are believed to bring on

aro
it, and education too. Most of you
in neighborhoods where you can easily an attack of rheumatism in the joints.
for
get common clay and moisten it
Any or all muscles may be the seat of
myalgia, but those most commonly affected are the muscles of the neck, of
the shoulder, and of the loins. In children it often takes the form of a stiff
neck, while in persons of middle life the
muscles of the loins are not infrequently
attacked, constituting what is known,
and dreaded by those who have had

H tu ml M1 nil.

largest number
PERSON bringing
to Hobbs'
advertisement
entire
this
of
March
Store,
Saturday,
Norway,
Variety
5, 1910, at 3 P. M.. will receive a No. 8-20, King
Kineo Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask
advertiseyour friends to begin to save this
ment for you.
the

THE

number of this entire
advertisement to Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway, on or
before Friday, Feb. 25. 1910. at 3 P. M.. will be given a

THE

person

bringing

the largest

YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION to the OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
the paper to be sent to some person not already a subscriber.
These will also apply on the King Kineo Range.

HOMEMADE RAILWAY

Τ ΚΑΙΝ.

modeling.
cality, then
qulle cheaply.

Easy

second hand instruments

terms.

Send for

and

catalogs

W.J. WHEELER,

South Paris, Me.

Billings Block,
PLEASE

Keep

When in want of

anything

in our lines give

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

us a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Linseed Oil,
Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Varnishes,
Barn Paints,
Floor Finish,
Booi Paints,
Turpentine,
Brushes.
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
Our paints include Impervious, Heath Λ Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.

House Paints,

Paroid

Roofing—ι he

best of all routings.

TU Κ TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

try imitations.

The kind that lasts.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order.
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wre sireen cloth, spring hiuges, «fre.
We have

Wheelbarrows

Telephones

a

and Electrical

few first class wheelbarrows.

Supplies—We sell

best for automobiles and

Call and see them.

"Columbia Iguition Batteries" the

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Soutli

STANDARD

j

j

The Girl Who Succeeds.
She has so much to do she has no
time for morbid thoughts.
She never thinks for a moment that
she is not attractive nor forgets to look

W. J. WHEELEE & CO.,
South Paris.
60

OHIO

Patents
tions

Sdcnttfic American.

cirA handsomely Illustrât.*! weekly, 1-argeet
»
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms. $3
all newsdealer*.
year: four months. »L SoUl by

& Co.36,8ro*d^ New York
MUNN
RriVrh ΓΓαοο. «6 IT SU WMkktfN. D. C-

A LOW PRICt
—

O.N

—

Wool Carpets
to close out odd patterns ant) clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY,
We Do all Kinds of....

JOB PRINTING.

Where the Finest
Flour is Made

WILLIAM

TELL FLOUR is
made from the finest specially
selected OHIO Red Winter
Wheat.
President John W. Burk.
who personally inspects the wheat
offered for this famous flour, has an
experience of 45years at the business.
Every shipment of grain must come
up to the long established William
Tell standard in every respect.

William Tell
by

complete Spring line of
suitings, wash fabric». fancy
ralxilng», silk·, etc, h<Tkfs, laces and petticoats,
ill up to 11 ate Ν. Y. CUy Patterns. Finest line on
lie market
Dealing direct with the mills you
η·1 our prices low. Profits #10.1)0 tc #30.00 week·
j. Samples and full Instructions packed in
eat sample case shipped express prepaid.
No
ioney required. Exclusive territory. Write for
ΐ-9
artlculars. Be ttrst to apply·

Co., Dtpt

paid.

The compositor Is a staid and dlgui
fied individual, and as he slowly walks
from symbol to symbol, picking up
those which he requires with provoking calmness, the American compositor
might well wouder when the work
would be completed, and to set up the
type required f<>r a small four page
paper the constant labors of

Blnghtmton,

iay becln over again.

Caught That Time.
college professor who was always
eady for a joke was asked by a student
ne day if he would like a good rtcipe
jr catching rabbits.
"Why, yes," relied the professor. "What is it?"
"Well," said the student, "yon crouch

very

I.

highest

A

LADY WANTED

τ,

the

all player.

N. D. Bolster Co.

Atwood & Forbes South Paris. S tindard Drws Goods

niled. be

The Important Point.
The Cleveland Plain Dealer has received a letter from a young man, who
wrote that he "was just entering my
University
iec«nd year in" an Ohio
when he was obliged to leave because of
contained
letter
The
perhaps
11 health.
•00 words. Id it the former sophomore
with."
vrote "cognizant
ised "it*·" for its four times,
rrote "possiable" for possible and
'imposaiable" for impossible,
ised "inclepency" for incipieocy,
'exiraanitioo" for examination,
'ernest" for earnest and
'worthey" for worthy.
Stiil he may have been a good foot-

Ask any expert. He will tell you that
the whitest—most delicious bread—the
lightest biscuits, the kind that melt in
your mouth—are made from the flour of
this wheat. That's the only kind that
go-s into—

our

tate the mental labors of the typesetThus in the immediate vicinity
ters.
of the symbol for tish would be fouuil
the symbols of scales, net, flus, tall,
gills. This simplifies the labor, which
in any event must be so strenuous that
It Is evident that the compositor's end
of the Chinese uewspaper should, if

No false pretense has marked the caof Ely's Cream Balm. Being entirely harmless, it is Dot responsible like the
catarrh snuff* and powders, for minds
shattered by cocaine. The great virtue
of Ely's Cream Balm is that it speedily
»nd completely overcomes nasal catarrh
*nd bay fever. Back of this statement
is the testimony of thousands and a repuAll
tation of many years' success.
iruggists, 50c., or mailed by Ely Bros.,
>0 Warren Street, New York.

"The bread-makiner qualities of flour
due entirely to the kind of wheat.
Nature gives to wheat, and flour.all th·
strength they possess."
K.James Abkmatrkt,
l'a TA* America» Miller."

*o Introduce
MAINE. : >eautlful
wool

instead of each letter, as in English,
has a place by itself. There is also a
peculiar grouping or classitication of
symbols into groups to further facili-

reer

art·

For Sale

The Compositors Are Staid and Dignified and Never Rush.
A font of type iu ι lie Chinese language requires 11.000 spaces, and in
the large and spacious rack each word,

A Neat Catch.
If sixteen hungry men sit down te
dine off a single red herring, what
time does that Indicate? The answer
Is. A quarter to 4.

Λητοηβ sending n
aulckly ascertain our opinion free whether
Invention Is probably patentable. CommunicaStrict ly<*>nlldentiitl. HANDBOOK on Patenta
sent free, oldest n«encjr foriNCVMCMMtt.

Patents taki-i through Munn A Co. recelT·
tftcUtl notice, without chargo. In th«

CHINESE PRINTING.

perfect justice

behind a thick stone wall and
take a noise like a turnip."
"That may be," said the professor,
ith a twinkle in his eye, "but a better
ψ ay than tfist would be for yon to go
" id sit quietly in a bed of cabbage heads
own

1

Ν. Y, ft id look natural."

to

grow

graces of
does not

come to her.
She awakens cheerfully in the morning and closes her eyes thankfully at

into different sizes and shapes to
make the different parts. These are
pasted together. The tower Is the
cutest of all. Λ match is run through a
tiny bell, and then the match itself is
run through the pasteboard sides of
the tower. Upon the tiptoe is stuck a
rooster cut out of paper. Can you cut
such a rooster out of paper?
Then, agalu, have you ever tried to
There is
carve toys from nutshells?
no end to the novel and interesting
objects you can make in that way.
You will find Infinite entertainment
as well as improvement in thinking out
things to make for yourselves.

the game

^Springfield

Designs
Copyrights Ac.
sketch and description may
an

looking-glass.
She never permits herself
old, for by cultivating all the
heart, brain and body, age

a

catch them as they pass.
When he catches one he taps him on
the head, saying. "I crown thee king."
The player thus caught then joins In
the cnpture of the others and the
making of more kings till all are
caught. When all have been crowned

YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

She is considerate of the happiness of
others and it is reflected back to her as

Caesar.
King Caesnr is an outdoor game for
boys. Two bases are marked out. one
at each of the extreme ends of the
playground. The players divide, and
one party takes possession of each
space. One player Is "out" and stauds
He Is called "King
In the middle.
Caesar." The others run to and fro.
rrom boundary to boundary, and it is
the business of the king to try and

Send for Catalogue.

charming as possible.

as

King

MACHINES.

j

affected part snugly.

the antipodes of the rush and whirl
and marvelous celerity of the modern
American publication.

SEWING

at-1

j

daily
eight or nine skilled Chinamen are required for twelve or thirteen hours, the
entire work in every department being

Parla.

divisions
moved the Confederate army of invasion, the various sections of it comprevious attacks, as lumbago.
When the chest musclee are affected, ing together near Gettysburg, l'a.
or the sufferer has "a stitch in the side," j There they were met by such bodies
or pleurodynia, the pain may be so acute of northern troops as could be brought
as to simulate pneumonia or pleurisy.
j to the spot, and thither by forced
The chief symptom of muscular rheu- ;
marches was rushed the Army of the
matism is pain in the muscles affected,
Potomac, the finest body of fighting
not very severe when the parts are at
General Hooker
men in all the north.
rest but eoinetimes excruciating on
be had just been replaced by General
touch
A
motion.
may
light
tempted
while deep and firm pressure .Meade as its commander. Should the
several

j

MIND!

lu

against him were
easily routed, in

j

J

THE VILLAGE CHURCH.

prices.

j

ages on
comes in all colors.
less in the course of two or three days or
You will observe that in the railway a week.
In the chronic form there is almost ;
iraln in our picture the car wheels are
some soreness and aching in the
slices of eurk with the ends of burned always
in raw, damp
The affected muscles—worse
matches stuck through them.
weather.
Is
of
the
funnel
just
engine
steaming
The internal treatment is the same as
an empty thread spool with a piece of for rheumatism of the
joints, which is
The
cars
white cotton wool stuck in.
another argument in favor of the belief
are matchboxes.
that the two forms are essentially the (
Then there Is the church, which same and due to the same cause.
The pain may be relieved by dry heat;1
speaks for Itself. It is all matchboxes
the old-fashioned treatment of lumbago
by ironing the back is good, although a
hot water bag or a hot brick will do just
as well, without the disturbance that the
movement of the iron causes.
Perfect rest is essential, and this may
sometimes be secured by bandaging the

cut

I have a large stock of Pianos tint have been rented but one season
This
and shall close them out at very low prices for the next sixty days.
is the best opportunity to obtain a piano or organ that has ever been oflerVisit my vvarerooms and see for yourselves the great values in
ed.

j

Army of the Potomac arrive at Gettysattack usually begins sud-1
burg too late or fall to stop Lee's onIt Is put up in pack:
denly and the pain attains its full severi- rush the whole north might lie at the
It
use.
children's
for
purpose
ty at the beginning, growing gradually i invader's mercy.

Sale !

GREAT VALUES.

States in the early summer of 18(53 and marched northward through
Ρ en u sylvanla
with about 7(i,000
men. Such smalldetachments
e r
of Union forces
sent
were
as

If you are not In such a lo- painful,
gives relief.
you can buy modeling clay
The acute

ANNUAL FALL

Clearance

Gettysburg

By Albert Payson Teihune

night.

She believes that life has some serious
work to do aud that tho serious work
lies very close to the homely, every day
duties, and that kind words cost noth- i

ing.

one over

|

The
southern general, Armlstead, was in
With a
the forefront of the charge.
hundred men he broke through the
strewn

thick

with

their dead.

southerners halted, wavered
and tumbled back in broken confusion.
The bloodiest, most daring charge of
all the civil war had failed. And with
it had failed Lee's invasion of the
north. Even as the battle of Gettysburg was the turning point of the civil
war. so was I'ickett's charge the turnGrowing Maidenhair Ferns.
Its failure
The secret of the cultivation of maid·. lug point of the battle.
enhair ferns, to have perfect examples spelled defeat for the Confederacy.
for house or conservatory decoration, Back reeled the ouce dread army of
with an ample supply for cutting, ie con- invasion, retreating in mad haste over
tained in a nutshell.
the ground it had so hopefully travNot to repot unless actually needed or ersed on its northward march. But on
division necessary to increase stock;
the lield of Gettysburg were left about
abundant supplies of soft rainwater and
30,000 southern dead and wounded.
frequent feeding with stimulants during
the growing season; a lower temperature Nearly 14.000 prisoners, with 28,000
than generally accorded, with shade from ! small arms, three
sun and an immunity from an arid at- ] cannon and fortyPlants 3ue regimental
moephere or cold draughts
grown as stated above are in capital con- standards, were
dition for placing in the house.
the

|
j

captured by

The method from a scientific standpoint is a success. With its simplicity—
the articles used, except the pinch of
salt, being only two—failure is impossible. This, even to the expert, is a commendation, but to the young matron the
happiest relief. To get just the right
proportion of lard and water, and to so
mix and roll that the crust would be
neither tough nor soggy, short enough
yet not too short, and flaky and tender,
is the most difficult feat in cookery.

victorious Union
forces, whoseown
loss in killed i>nd
w ο η η d e d
had
reached a total
ofûu.210. Almost
S0.000 men had
fought on each
side in this most
memorable of all
civil war battles.
Lee. with what
was left of his army. hurried back

How to Dust a Room.

broken and which

was

highly prized

mother because It was a
to
well bred animal and had belonged
her husband. Tlie boys were attractand
ed by the tine looking horse,
suggested that if they would

by George's

(ieor;;e

help him to chase the tierce, ui governa
able colt Into a corner he would put
him.
mount
and
mouth
his
in
bit
bridle
It was d< ::e, and soon Washington
was upon his back.
The frightened, angry beast rushed
curbed
madly into the iield. but was
on his
of
the
arms
boy
the
strong
by
back, riding without a saddle. Then
►followed a fearful struggle, the horse
in vain efforts
and
plunging

rearing

to shake the lad off.

Finally, making

desperate effort, the colt burst a
vessel and fell dying to the

a

blood

ground.

The boys who were watching the afit
fair were very much alarmed, but
probably never occurred to George
Washington to be anything but frank
and truthful in the matter. They were
called to breakfast. The mother, ignorant of what had happened, said to

MUSKETRY SWEPT

THEIR RANKS.
toward Virginia.
When he reached the Potomac he
found he had not enough poutoous to
get> his troops across. This was
Meade's golden opportunity. He had
Lee at his mercy. By following up the
iugitives and catching them while

Yet even this mistake of Meade's
could not mar the completeness of the
victory Itself. The Confederacy had
been steadily in the ascendant. From
then on the southern cause began to
wane, sinking slowly, but steadily, to
its final fall.

his sire."

There
among

embarrassment

much
was
the visitors when Mrs. Washrepeated the question, but

ington
George replied:
"Your favorite, madam, is dead."
"IIow has
"Perd!" she exclaimed.
this li-ippencd?"
"T'iit sorrel horse," said George,

long been thought to be untamaWe forced a bit into his mouth
morning, and I mounted him and
him around the field, and in trying to throw me lie struggled so hard

that he broke a blood vessel and died."
The mother's cheek flushed for a
moment, when she said to her boy:
"It is well. Hut, while I grieve for
the loss of my favorite animal, I am
proud, my «on, to hear you speak the

WASHINGTON AS A YOUTH.
Studious and Practical, He Became
Surveyor at Sixteen.

George Washington was fond of
mathematics, and, having mastered
the

under Mr. Williams,
mind soon developed
In him a genius for its practical use
After lie finished school he spent much
time at Mount Vernon and Belvolr. Πβ
rriMimetie
!>

's

practical

Mount Vernon.
At the age of sixteen George Wash
ington was appointed to the office of
public surveyor, a position well cousid

prod «s both honorable and lucrative.
Young Washington was sent out to
survey some backwoods land, and
while at work there he boarded with

widow who had seven big. stron·
Aft
sons, all fond of athletic sports.
er the day's work was done these
on
young men gathered each evening
the plot of ground before the door to
try their skill at running, jumping and
wrestling to see, as they termed it

a

"which was the best man." In run
ning and jumping George Washington
always took the lead, but at wrestling
his companions boasted many years
later that they had often laid thr
Father of His Country on his back.
The friendship that started in thost
early days lasted all through their
lives, and five years after George
Washington gave commissions to all
of his youthiul friends, who chose to

join the army.

DRESSING BIG SUSAN.
How Dorothy Learned to Be
Her Mother. •

a

Help

to

When Dorothy was tour years old
lier mother said to tier one day. "Now.
dear, you are such a big girl that ι
think you should learu to dress your
self. That would help mother so much
every morning and every afternooi

every morning
Now. "Itig susuu" was the name <>
a great cloth doll almost as large a
Dorothy herself. Susan's clothes lia·
once been Dorothy's own until out
worn or ι··ο small for the little gin
who delighted i:i diesMug her big dull
"(ill. Dorothy." cried her mother
"I'll I el I you how to do It! I.ct's plat
every morning that you are liig Susan
and then it will be as easy as can In
to dress yourself."
Dorothy laughed and thought thai
would be great fun. So the next morn
ing she called herself liig Susan, and
all the clothes went on so easily It was
just like a game. Mother only did just
a little buttoning, where Dorothy could
not reach very well, and praised her
small daughter for being so helpful.
And after that Dorothy dressed herself all ulone every day. Although the
big doll's clothes were sometimes not
changed for days at a time, Susan
never seemed to mind a bit.—Youth's

Companiou.
How the Child Was Saved.
One day α shepherd took his dog and
A Monogram Pictur·.
his beloved child of three years out
He had to
Into the fields with him.
leave, the child alone with the dog as
he ascended a height to look after his
stead of wiping off and removing the :
When he rcturnqd, having
duet it is simply flirted off into the air sheep.
been detained much longer than was
and soon settles back again on the
ed article. If carefully taken up on a anticipated, he missed both boy and
dog and found the fog on the field so
cloth, it can be shaken out of a
dow into the open air. It is much less dense that, search as he did, he could
work to cover up furniture while sweep-1 find nothing.
Next day he and his
ing than to be obliged to clean the dust neighbors made a thorough search, but
The
of
afterward.
out
blessing
plain-1 all in vain. When the shepherd
ness in decoration is appreciated by the
j reached his cottage In the evening he
who
attends
to
thorough housekeeper
found that the dog had been there and,
her own dusting.
on receiving α piece of cake, had InTo use up crusts and crumbs, after, stantly gone off again.
fancy sandwiches, a pudding can be j For several successive days the man
made as fellows: when dry put the; continued his search
unsuccessfully,
bread through the meat chopper and !
The picture shows in the form of a
always finding on his return to the
moisten with just enough boiling milk
home that the dog bad been monogram a well known boy's name,
empty
to make a firm but not hard mass. Then
Can you tell what it is?
add dried fruit of any or all kinds, there and had gone off with α piece
of
Struck
with
this
cake.
cirsingular
currants
and
raisins,
spices. Steam,
A Cap-ital Guessing Gam·.
boil in a pail in deep water, or bake very cumstance. he remained at home oue
What cap includes a number of
It may even be day. and when the dog came he gave
covered.
slowly, closely
cooked on the extreme back of the range. him his piece of cake and followed to heads? De(cap)itatlon.
Serve hot or oold with a sweet, flavored see where he took It. The
What cap Is worn by prisoners?
dog led the
sauce.
We prefer lemon flavoring,
way 'down a rugged place to where a (Cap)tivity.
enough to be quite distinot. This is in- cataract flowed. Dowu this dangerWhat cap Is sometimes worn by woexpensive, because it requires very little ous Incline the
dog made his way until men? (Capirice.
of any one ingredient, and is so rich that
What cap is worn by boatmen?
he reached the bottom. The shepherd
a small portion is ample.
followed with difficulty and when he (Cap)slze.
What cap is worn by
bankers?
An egg which has been frozen may be reached the base saw his own little
used in a cake, with perfectly satisfac- loRt baby seated on a stone enjoying (Cap)ItaL
What cap is worn by conquerors?
tory results, by separating the white and the cake brought by his faithful comrobbing the yolk into the sugar and panion. The dog stood by looking at (Cap)ture.
The
as
if
it
were
butter.
shortening just
What cap is worn most in the nriny?
his charge enjoying his meal, and no
shortening should be creamed into the one would have
from Ills (Capitain.
suspected
added.
and
then
the
first,
egg yolk
sugar
What cap Is worn by boys? (Capier.
It will rub to a perfect cream, when the bright look that he had gone without
What cap is worn by students?
white may be added with other egga, il food for days to give life to bis Utile
(Capability.
maeter.
ι
more are required.
Soft cloths make the best dusters.

In ;

dusting any piece of furniture, begin at
the top and dust down, wiping carefully
with the cloth, which can be frequently
shaken. Many people have no idea of
what dusting is to accomplish, and in-

dust-1
win-1

]
j

This contractor got results.

Supposin' Our
Sun Was Red.

Some vears ago a contractor build·
ing a railroad in a warm climate was
troubled a great deal by sickness
among the laborers.

He turned his attention at once to
their food and found that they were
getting full rations of meat ana were
drinking water from a stream near by.
He issued orders to cut down the
amount of meat and to increase greatly
the quantity of Quaker Oats fed to the

Did you ever think what a differibe color of our sun makes in this
world οt ours?
It is probably known to many boys
und girls that stars which gleam from
out the sky of night ure distant suns,
supposedly lighting systems of planets
like the one of which our world Is a
part. Let us suppose for a moment
that we are on oue of the invisible
ence

men.

Quaker Oats and

He also boiled

mixed the thin oatmeal water with
their drinking water. Almost instantly
all signs of stomach disorders passed
and lus men showed a decided improvement in strength and spirits. This contractor had experience that tauglu him
the great value of good oatmeal.

spheres which are said t<> l»e circling
about the double star Eta. iu the constellation 1'ega.sus. This double star
is In really two suns, une Indigo, the

The cost was small; 10c for regular
size packages; it is also packed in large
S3
size family packages at 25c.

Consequently a world
other scarlet.
lit by them would have, so to speak,
a red day and a blue night.
Our own sun Is white. The ray of
light it sends out Is absorbed and broken into all the colors of the rainbow

Col Horns, Plants, Γη,
AT

sa sasogsi shots

A

goods. Call and eee this
bing promptly attended

Ha. M. Longloy,
Maine.

buy

to

all

STOCKS OF GOODS
INCLUDING

—

—

SECOND HAND FURNITURE.
a

lot of second hand

and second hand for

same.

I handle real estate, buying
also surety bonds.

or

sell-

OF MEN'S FINE ShùES IN THE WÔRLD. Auction rooms, No. 2, Western Ave.
"8UPERIOR TO OTHER MAKES."

over-

Albert D. Park.

"I have worn W. L. Doublas shoes for thr
pait tlx years, and always find they are ta
superior to all other high grade shoes In style,
W. Q. JONES.
comfort and durability."
119 Howard Ave.. Utlca, Ν. Y.

If I could take you into my large factories at Brockton, Mass., and ahow you
how carefully W. L. Douglas shoes are
made, you would realize why they hold
their shape, fit better, wear longer, and
are of greater value than any other make.

CAUTION—See that W. I.. Ποομ-I.is name awl prie·
> <» w<il>»cUnte,
Is »t»mpe«l on tlie bottom. Tit It
If your dealer rann-pt tit yon wi It WI-DougUllhoet,
writ· (or iLul OrUri Catalog. VV.I..Doubla*, lliôcktoo,
Mas».
TOR SALE BT

J. F. Plummer,

so. Paris.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

CURE

THE

NORWAY, MAINE.

LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
with

FOR C8HSI·8

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

JSStk

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONET REFUNDED.

TO FIGHT
A WORM !

Mats, Mirrors

SUFFERERS

Foot

Troubles,

'Foot Ailments and Their Ultimate Cures'

A million dollars has been contributed by John D. Rockfeller for

which

High Grade Portrait Work

—

É

in Crayon, Water color,

explains In full each ailment. Its

Hook-

proven thit
the pale anaemic condit'on and listless inanition of hundreds of thousands of Southern people is caused by
an intestinal worm.

IL

)
the matter of
ABSKNR DUCHARME,
} In Bankruptcy.
of Rumforil, Bankrupt. )
Γο the creditor» of .* reene Ducharme, In the
ounty Of Oxford ami .n-ni.-t aforesaM
N'otlre In hereby given that on tt e 15th day of
Feb., Λ. I). Iflffl, the r>al<l AracDe Ducharme
w Λβ <luly a ljuill.ate'l bankrupt, an<i that the tirât
eetlng of his creditor* will Ικ> held at the otlice
o" the Referee, No. H Market Square, South l'art*,
on the 15th <lav of Feb., Α. I>. ΚΊΟ, at 10 oVlock
η the forenoon, at which time the «aid creditor*
may attend, prove their claim», appolut u
trustee, examine the bankrupt, ami transact
inch other business as may properly come before eaht meeting.
South l'art», Feb. 4,1910
WALTKR L. GRAY,
Referee In Ilankrcptcv

The Hook-Worm is only one
fifty species of Worms that are known
to infest the human intestines. Many

In

of stomach troubles, blood im-

and general debility
and weakness are caused by Worms
Dr. John F. True of Auburn, Me
was fifty years in advance of his time
He recognized this in 1S51 and gave
to the world Dr. True's Elixir, which
positively Expels Worms.
Whenever a laxative is needed,
Dr. True's Elixir should be taken.
It is not only The Best Tonic LaxaPARKER'S
tive ever devised, but it absolutely
HAIR BALSAM
ClrsnM ai.ti box'itifief the hair.
Promote· s laxuriant Rrjwlh.
expels all animal life (worm*) from
Never Fails to ficstoro Gray
Worms cannot exist
the system.
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Curt* tcalp d!viv< it hair txlUng.
where Dr. True's Elixir is taken.
fv.snd <l."i »t JlmgyltU
Instead of pills, syrups or carthartic tablets, why not take Dr. True's'
Wood Wanted.
Elixir? It fulfills everything that is
at any station on the
Delivered
askrd of a laxative and also insures
the expulsion from your system of all Grand Trunk be'wecn Berlin and
Portland. Also White Ash bolts
pernicious animal life, if any exists
J. M. DAY,
there.
Bryant's P« id, Nie.
are
4^tf
Children,

poverishment

[

Pulp

frequently
(specially,
sickly, pervish nd fretful from no

specialty

L M. TUFTS,

NOTICE.
the District Court of the Unite! States for the
District of 51alne. In Bankruptcy.

is

of

a

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

CHIPPEWA REMEDY CO.
BUFFALO. N.V.

P.O. Box No.95

now

and Oil

Seph

and how instant relief may be obtained. This FREE offer is made for a
limited time only. Enclose Four Cents in
stamp· to cover cost of mailing.
cause

Mouldings s,;L

&

FREE TO

ct Corns, Bunion·,
Flat Foot, Chilblains and all other
OUR BOOK entitled,

Optioian.

MPlMMiM.

KILLthe couch

AND

$1,000,000

cases

prepared

now

THE LARGEST MAKER AND RETAILER ing,

Field.

Scientists have

am

sorts of

If you have anything you wish to
sell or have sold at private sale bring
it in.

that Is to be found in the Itritish
islands. The difference between the
actual hunting of the hungry Pict and
the stalking of tin· owner of .-ι modern
ilcjer forest is little more than th<

Worm.

Rooms.

Auction

Cash paid for goods when bought

Unchanging Sport.
Tlie sport of deerstalking is still
the most ua tu rit I and most nearly allied to the hunting ot primitive man

the

No

Norway,

and I sell for

children-so fresh and ruddy as we
know them-a ghastly veil of blue.
What a marvelous and uncanny dif
ferencel it is safe to say that most
of us would prefer to continue under
the warm, kindly ministrations of our
own faithful white sun.—Chicago News

of

Job-

to.

for team.

charge

new

completely
digo night reigns in unquestioned sov
ereigniy. bathing all things in Its weird
tight.- casting over the faces ot the

the extermination

line.

sale.

eastern sky.
spreads the land, meeting the fading
red in all possible combinations of purple and violet. The trees and buildings become red on one side and blue
At last the red shade
on the other.
has
disappeared. The in

weapon.

Lot

Furniture, Sleighs, Carriages and other goods

in our own sphere so dear to us—would
be merely spreading sheets of red.
Then as the crimson sun lowered in
the west imagine another brilliant lushooting its indigo rays into the

gradually

new

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old

I have

would be crimson garbed as gnomes:
all the little girls would appear as
Red Hiding Hoods. The streets and
houses would be red. The fields the
beautiful lields whose soft greens and
are
yellows and gayly colored flowers

The blue

FLORIST,

P. CROCKETT,

E.

ltf

and scarlet.
Think how that would be! Conceive
of waking up in the morning with a
red sunbeam streaming in .vont win
dow, making al! your room softly glow
The food at breakfast would be rari
ous shades of red. all the little boys

minary

GREENHOUSE.

THE

PORTER ST.. βΟΙΙΤΗ PARIS,

I

WLD0UGUS

by the various qualities of matter composing the surface of our earth. Mm
in the distant world we are Imaging
there would be only two colors indigo

studied persistently at home and prac
tlccd land surveying on Lord Thomas
Fairfax's extensive acres uot far from

after your nap."
"Why. mother." re;.lied Dorothy, "l
loti ι believe I could do it. and besides
you know. I have to dress Hig S usa.

their further retreat was balked he
might have made an easy conquest.
But Meade delayed.

j
|

was a
Among the horses on the place
Valuable and vicious young colt, which
had grown almost to maturity un-

"h:
ble
this
rods

About a mile
the west the main body of Lee's
artuy was massed on Seminary hill.
Almost a mile of open ground lay between, swept by a fearful cross fire.
Lee tried to prepare the way for the
charge by bombarding the fortifications on fhe ridge with a 135 gun battery. A11 eighty-five gun Union battery
replied. For two hours a deadly artillery duel raged, a duel whose magnitude was almost unparalleled in warAt last the Union batteries
fare.
slackened lire to cool their reeking hot
cannons.
This was the moment for
Pickett and
which Lee had waited.
l'ettlgiew. with their 14,000, were hurled at Cemetery ridge. They had 1,400
yards of open ground to cross before
they could reach the Federal outworks.
Scarcely had they started when the
northern batteries opened on them,
while from the nearby fortified hill of
Hound Top a furious crossfire poured
iu upon the advancing Confederates.

charging

required.

him. It was summer time. The boys
bewere up early and out in the fields
fore the household had awakened.

to

called Cemetery ridge.

outposts and seized a canBefore he could move it from
the spot he and all his followers were
killed. Under the close quarters lighting
the shattered remnants of the 14,000

wonder why women with
often
plenty of milk and cream in their
pantries do not make more and better
uses of those valuable helps toalmojt
every part of any bill of fare.
Many people cannot eat pie because
the crust distresses them. Yet there is;
a way by which, if the crust, the objec-:
tionable part, bo made, the result ueed
1
not be otherwise than a very cream of a
pie. And while it may be out of the
reach of city dwellers generally, there
are a vast number of country and village
matrons who havo always at hand the
article peculiar to its construction. This
is cream. A little salt, as much thick
cream as will be neceesary as a mixing
element to go with enough flour to make
the quantity wished, are all the materials

geous, obedient and truthful.
tvell proportioned, healthful and strong
one ocfrom out of door exercise. On
casion ho had a couple of boys to visit

as

northern

I

coura-

He was

before them.
A clash between
the outposts at about 'J a. m. on July
1 opened the battle. A little later the
full forces of north and south came
together. All day, all the next day
and the day following the battle waged fiercely, with varying fortunes.
Meade'ç left center was on a hillock

non.

Delicious Pie Crust.

was

rose

Wool Shawl.

in which you can comfortably bear your
hand, and squeeze the shawl iD this
until it is clean. Soap should never be
rubbed oo knitted articles of any description. Then rinse it in several
waters of about the same temperature as
the suds, squeeze the water out or run it
through a wringer (don't wring It with
the hauds), and let the shawl lie in a
heap on a clean cloth to dry. Move it
about now and then. When it is nearly
dry spread a clean sheet on the floor and
pin the shawl out on this to its proper
size. It will dry to whatever shape and
size you pin it. When dry it will be as
soft and fluffy as when new.
Never hang a shawl on a line to dry,
as this will stretch it.

Washington

the boys in a cheerful manner:
"Pray, young gentlemen, have you
seen my blooded colts in your rambles? I hope they are well taken care
of. My favorite, I am told, is as large

foes, and a withering whirlwind of
Federal musketry swept their ranks.
It is sometimes difficult to wash a
liuely-knitteil shawl without tearing It. On staggered lhe Confederates, hopeThe following is a good plan:
lessly facing tlmt battle wiud, the inMake a lather of soap and warm water, tervening space between ridge and hill
To Wash a

boy

As a

Meade reached Gettysburg
early 011 the morning of July 2. As
the Confederates advanced to the second day's attack early that morning a
gasp ran along their line as, instead of
the raw militia they had expected to
brush easily from their path, the bronzed faces ol' the Army of the Potomac
Genera!

She is always willing
give suggestions that will help some less fortunate !
the bad places in life's journey,
j
She is ever ready fo talk about a book,
a picture or a play, rather than to permit herself to indulge in idle words about
Unfaltering, Pickett's men plunged on,
another.
j
She is her own sweet, unaffected, falling by hundreds as the artillery
womanly self; therein lies the secret of tore huge rents in their line. Finally
her Domilaritv. of her success.
they came within closer range of their
to

Washington
Courageous Boy
a

SOUTH PARIS

Nichols St..

Place
At

For
a

Sale

Bargain.

Klgh
One of the best small places In l'art*.
o.
llnl-tie<t ami four unfiulshed rooms,
closet room, good cellar, city ami well water,
100
hen»
for
cbnnce
spot,
good large girden
eiveral good bearing app'e an>l pear treeHouse l* warm and ρ e.isant and In good con
illtlon, stable for two horses, carriage room an·:
woo·! shed ail under cover except hen houae
Close to ami between two villages, goo<l nel^-li
to get work and to send children
bors, good
to echool, electric car passes. This place clou·
Will sell or trade for a
to the fair grouiuls.
good small farm.
MRS. L. Λ. DEARBORN,
South Parts, Me.
:itf

plenty

place

Man and Wife.

Working people without children, age 40 ti
ab-jiit VS, πιαη a farmer or mechanic, of good
h h It and easy to get along with; the woman
good déposition and a clean, neat housekeeper

respectable,

Now matter how poor If honest and
such people can llnd a good home anil a goo·
proposition If looked for at once. No tick one»
DO dogs and cats, no hoodlum* and no rum
Want··'1, a chance to get a good home easy
VVilte or call at once.
C. C. L>E.\ SHORN, Th** Saw Man,
mu tïi I'arls, Me.
ïtf

;

athcr cause thnn worms. Dr. True'*·
Elixir makes them healthy. string

I Can Cet You Cash
for Your Farm

and well.

Many a man finds himself listless
ind without energy; d.»es not know,
Canwhat is the matter with him
not seem to put any foce into the
Jay's work ; has no vim. A fe.v
l.iys' treatment with Dr. True's
Elixir will correct these conditions.
Bankrupt's Petition

in the matter of
E LU IΝ Λ.

for
)

W. D. HUTCHINS

Bankrupt. )

Bankruptcy.

Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for the

I

|

District of Maine:
A. GREENLEAF, of Norway, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
laid District, respectfully represents, that on the
!7th day of November, lact past, he was duly adudged bankrupt under the Acte of Congress
■elatingto bankruptcy; that he has duly sur.
■endered all his property and rights of property,,
ind ha« fully compiled with all the requirement*
>f said Acts and of the orders of Court touching |

ELGIN

ils

CO.,

Augusta,

Me.

A. W. WALKER Λ SON. AGENTS. SO. PARIS.

Discharge.

GREENI.EAF,} Ip

Γο the

We have thousands of people wanting Maine Karms. Send for free ItetΙιιι» blanks ami ir«'t your farm advertised In our next catalog whlrh will
ix: mailed to thr*« farm buyer*. Our ufnt xjmtem, our time, our
money, Ik at your mtyIcc an·! we can tu-ll your farm. Send for free ImoIc
"
How a I'unuer Sold III» Kami." Wc want 500 farms at once.

National Bank Protection
great deal to you
For thirty-eight years

means a

a

depositor.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays, that he may be decree t
:>y the Court to have a full discharge from all
lebts provable against his estate under said |
jankruntcv Acte, except sui'h debts as are ex-[
œpted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 5th day of February, A. D. 1010.
ELGIN A. G KEEN LEAF, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE TflEREON.
District op Maine, ss.
On this 12th day of Feb., A. D. 1010, on read
ng the foregoing petition, It Is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be hail
ipon the same on the 4th day of Mar., A. L).
010, before paid Court at Portland, in said Die
rlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
lotlce thereof be published in The Oxford Dem«rat, a newspaper printed in said District, and
hat all known creditors, and other persons in
nterest, may appear at the said time and place,
,nd show cause, if any they have, why the
irayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And it is further Ordered
by the Court, tluu the
!lerk shall send by mall to all known creditors
oples of said petition and this order, addressed

as

NORWAY.

MAINE.

has followed strictly the policy of straightforward, legitimate, safe banking and is,
to-day, the oldest and strongest National
Bank in Oxford County.

Our books are examined by National
Bank Examiners under the supervision of
the Comptroller of the Currency at least

twice

a

year.

There is

FOR

no

better security than that

MONEY.

YOUR

The officers of this Bank are glid to give its depositors not merely the ordinary business courtesies, but
wherever possible their help a-'d counsel as well. We
solicit your business and pledge ourselves to serve
your interests faithfully and well.

them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
f the said Court, and the real thereof, at Portmil, In said District, on the 12th day of Feb.,
L. D. 1910.
JAMES E. HEWEV, Clerk.
[L.B.]
A true copy of petlUon aud order thereon.
υ

Attest:—JAME8 E. IIEWEY, Clerk.
PROBATE

NOTICES.

persons Interested In either of the estates |
hereinafter named :
▲t a Probate Court, held at Rumford, In
nd for the County of Oxford, on the second
uesday of Feb., in the year of our Lorn one

'0 all

lousand nine hundred and ten.

abllebed three weeks successively In the Ox>rd Democrat, a newspaper publlsned at South
arte, In said County, that they may appear at a
rebate Court to be held at Paris, on the
ilrd Tuesday of March, A. D. 1910, at 9 of iho
ock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if

will find perpetual pleasure
from our perfect pianos.
No musician
but admires them; no one but is
interested in the price.

cause.

M. Back, late of Sumner, deceased;
petition that Charles A. Ruck or some other
suitable person be appointed as administrator
of the estate of sud deceased
presented by
Charles A. Ruck, son and heir at law.

[•nry

ranTille W. Harudan, late of Denmark,
deceased ; will and petition for probate thereof presented by Matilda P. Harnden, the ex.

ecutrix therein named.

MAINE.

NORWAY.

LOVERS OF MUSIC

rdbred:
That notice thereof be given to all itcrsons Inrested by causing a copy of this order to be

see

OF

The follow-

lg matter having been presented for the acUon
iereupon hereinafter indicated, it 1· hereby

ley

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

I

We will give you
at the same time.

C.

DDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court. I
▲ true copy—attest :
I,
ALBJKBT D. Ρ ASK, BtgMv. I< IOUTH

E.

quality

TOLMAN

and

&

PARI·.

/

save you

money

COMPANY.

J

MAIN·.

À

